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comprises four responses (answers). You will select the response which you want to mark on the
Answer Sheet. In case you feel that there is more than one correct response, mark the response
which you consider the best. In any case, choose ONLY ONE response for each item.
5. You have to mark all your responses ONLY on the separate Answer Sheet provided. See directions
in the Answer Sheet.
6. All items carry equal marks.
7. Before you proceed to mark in the Answer Sheet the response to various items in the Test
Booklet, you have to fill in some particulars in the Answer Sheet as per instructions sent to you with
your Admission Certificate.
8. After you have completed filling in all your responses on the Answer Sheet and the examination
has concluded, you should hand over to the Invigilator only the Answer Sheet. You are permitted to
take away with you the Test Booklet.
9. Sheets for rough work are appended in the Test Booklet at the end.
10. Penalty for wrong answers:
THERE WILL BE PENALTY FOR WRONG ANSWERS MARKED BY A CANDIDATE IN THE OBJECTIVE TYPE
QUESTION PAPERS.
(i) There are four alternatives for the answer to every question. For each question for which a wrong
answer has been given by the candidate, one-third of the marks assigned to that question will be
deducted as penalty.
(ii) If a candidate gives more than one answer, it will be treated as a wrong answer even if one of the
given answers happens to be correct and there will be same penalty as above to that question.
(iii) If a question is left blank, i.e., no answer is given by the candidate, there will be no penalty for
that question.
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ANCIENT INDIA
1. With reference to the history of India, which of the given statement is not correct about
Prashastis?
A. Prashastis were a form of poetry or ornate prose written in praise of the rulers.
B. Samudragupta’s prashasti was composed by his court poet Harishena in Sanskrit.
C. Samudragupta has been described as maharaj-adhiraja in his Prashastis.
D. Samudragupta built Allahabad pillar to inscribe his Prashastis.
Ans. D
Explanation: Samudragupta’s Prashasti was inscribed on the Ashokan pillar at Allahabad. It
was of course not built by him. The Allahabad pillar is an Ashoka Stambha, one of the Pillars
of Ashoka, erected by Ashoka, Emperor of the Maurya dynasty, who reigned in the 3rd
century BCE.

2. With reference to the system of Tax and Currency administration during the ancient
period of India, which one of the following statements is not correct?
A. During the Gupta Period, land taxes grew in number compared to earlier rulers
B. During the Satavahana period, the practice of granting tax-free villages started to
Brahmanas and Buddhists monks
C. The Indo-Greek rulers were the first to issue Gold coins in India
D. The Punch Marked coins formed the imperial currency of Kushans administration
Ans. D
Explanation: In Gupta Period, land taxes increased in number and those on trade and
commerce decreased. The Satavahanas started the practice of granting tax-free villages to
Brahmans and Buddhist monks. The cultivated fields and villages granted to them were
declared free from intrusion by royal policemen, soldiers, and other royal officers. The IndoGreeks were the first rulers in India to issue coins which can definitely be attributed to the
kings. They were the first to issue gold coins in India. Silver Punch Marked Coins issued
initially by merchant Guilds and later by States, the coins represented a trade currency
belonging to a period of intensive trade activity and urban development. They are broadly
classified into two periods : the first period (attributed to the Janapadas or small local
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states) and the second period (attributed to the Imperial Mauryan period). Hence, the
Punch Marked coins are not formed the imperial currency of Kushans Administration.

3. Traces of mortars and pestles have been found in:
A. Mehrgarh
B. Burzahom
C. Daojali Hading
D. Gufkral
Ans. C
Explanation: Daojali Hading is an important Neolithic site in Dima Hasao District of Assam,
India on the hills near Brahmaputra valley close to routes leading into China and Myanmar.
Extensive digging at this site has yielded polished stone tools, ceramics and kitchen items
such as grinders, pestles and mortars.

4. Assertion (A): In Rigveda, hymns are called as Suktas which means well said.
Reason (R): Some of the hymns in the Rigveda are in the form of dialogues between a sage
named Vishvamitra, and two rivers, Beas and Yamuna.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. C
Explanation: Hymns in the Rigveda are in the form of dialogues between a sage named
Vishvamitra, and two rivers, Beas and Sutlej.

5. Who among the following were considered to be part of the Navratnas during the Gupta
era?
1. Amarsimha
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2. Dhanvantari
3. Kalidasa
4. Varahmihira
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
A. 1 and 3 only
B. 2, 3 and 4
C. 1, 2 and 4
D. 1, 2 3 and 4
Ans. D
Explanation: Vikramaditya was a legendary emperor, who ruled from Ujjain; he is generally
identified with the Gupta emperor Chandragupta II. According to folk tradition, his court had
9 famous scholars:










Amarasimha
Dhanvantari
Ghatkharpar
Kalidasa
Kshapanaka
Shanku
Varahamihira
Vararuchi
Vetala-Bhatta

Medieval India
6. Which of the following was not a merchant’s guild (shreni) in ancient and medieval India?
A. Manigramam
B. Anjuvannam
C. Nanadeshi
D. Panyaputabhedana
Ans. D
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Explanation: Manigramam was a early medieval merchant guild, organised by itinerant
ethnic Indian traders, primarily active in south India. It played a major role in the
commercial activities of the region. Anjuvannam consisted of Jewish, Christian and Muslim
traders operating in the ports of Malabar, Coromandal Coast and Java during early Medieval
era. Nanadeshi were a group of various merchants in South India. They find mention in the
14th century Tamil inscription. Later it was merged with Ayyavole guild. Panyaputabhedana
was not a guild but a type of market town during early medieval India. It was a place where
traders came together and exchanged goods. It also acted as logistical node.

7. Who among them was appointed as Governor of Awadh by Mughal Emperor Farrukh
Siyar?
A. Alivardi Khan
B. Murshid Quli Khan
C. Nizam-ul-Mulk Asaf Jah
D. Burhan-ul-Mulk Sa‘adat Khan
Ans. C
Explanation: Nizam-ul-Mulk Asaf Jah, the founder of Hyderabad state, was one of the most
powerful members at the court of the Mughal Emperor Farrukh Siyar. He was entrusted first
with the governorship of Awadh, and later given charge of the Deccan. Burhan-ul-Mulk
Sa‘adat Khan was appointed subadar of Awadh in 1722 by Md. Shah Rangeela

8. Assertion (A): Nagabhata defeated the king of Vanga, Vatsa and Matsya but got defeated
by combined forces of Arabs and Turks.
Reason (R): He belonged to Gurjara-Pratiharas dynasty.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. D
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Explanation: Nagabhata I (r. c. 730-760 CE) founded the imperial Gurjara Pratihara dynasty.
He defeated the king of Vanga, Vatsa and Matsya. He also defeated combined forces of
Arabs and Turks. This arab invasion was led by Junayd ibn Abd al-Rahman al-Murri, a general
and governor of Sindh under the Umayyad caliph Hisham ibn Abd al-Malik. After the death
of Dharampala, Nagabhata II regained hold over Kannuaj and made it the capital of the
Gurjara Pratihara Empire. But prashasti dedicated to him was found in Gwalior, MP.

9. Consider the following statements :
1. Al-Biruni - Egypt
2. Ibn Battuta - Morocco
3. Francois Baernies - France
Which of the following is/are correctly matched?
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 2 and 3 only
C. 1 and 3 only
D. All are correct
Ans. B
Explanation: Al-Biruni came from Uzbekistan (eleventh century), Ibn Battuta came from
Morocco, in northwestern Africa (fourteenth century) and the François Bernier was from
France (seventeenth century).

10. Arrange the following Indian historical monuments of medieval architecture in the
correct chronological order based on their construction.
1. Buland Darwaza
2. Red Fort
3. Qutb Minar
4. Bibi Ka Maqabara
Select the correct answer using the code given below.
A. 1 – 2 – 3 – 4
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B. 3 – 4 – 1 – 2
C. 3 – 1 – 2 –4
D. 1 – 2 – 4 – 3
Ans. C
Explanation: Qutubuddin Aibak, founder of the Delhi Sultanate, started construction of the
Qutb Minar's first storey in 1199. Buland Darwaza or the "Door of victory", was built in 1602
A.D.by Mughal emperor Akbar to commemorate his victory over Gujarat. It is the main
entrance to the Jama Masjid at Fatehpur Sikri, which is 43 km from Agra, India. The Red Fort
is a historic fort in the city of Delhi (in Old Delhi) in India that served as the main residence
of the Mughal Emperors. Emperor Shah Jahan commissioned reconstruction of the Red Fort
on 12 May 1638, when he decided to shift his capital from Agra to Delhi. The Bibi Ka
Maqbara is a tomb located in Aurangabad, Maharashtra, India. It was commissioned in 1660
by the Mughal emperor Aurangzeb in the memory of his first and chief wife Dilras Banu
Begum.

Modern India
11. The plan of Sir Stafford Cripps envisaged that after the Second World War
A. India should be granted complete independence
B. India should be partitioned into two before granting independence
C. India should be made a republic with the condition that she will join the Commonwealth
D. India should be given Dominion status
Ans. D
Explanation: The main proposals of the Cripps mission was that after the Second World War
an Indian Union with a dominion status would beset up; it would be free to decide its
relations with the Commonwealth and free to participate in the United Nations and other
international bodies.

12. During the time of India’s freedom struggle, Cripps Mission was sent to India:
A. to seek Indian support for World War II.
B. to satisfy Indian demands for self-government.
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C. to discuss and plan for the transfer of power from the British Government to Indian
leadership.
D. to accept Indian leadership to suspend Quit India Movement.
Ans. A
Explanation: Cripps Mission was an attempt in March 1942 by the British government to
secure full Indian cooperation and support for their efforts in World War II. The Mission was
headed by Sir Stafford Cripps, a senior left-wing politician and government minister in the
War Cabinet of Prime Minister Winston Churchill. The failure of the Cripps Mission is
generally attributed to a variety of factors, especially the constraints within which Cripps
had to operate. Some analysts see the Mission merely as an appeasement of Chinese and
American concerns with British imperialism. Gandhi seized upon the failure of the Mission
and called for voluntary British withdrawal from India. It resulted in the 'Quit India'
Movement.

13. “The Sepoys Mutiny and the rebellion of 1857” written by:
A. Karl Marx
B. Syed Ahmad Khan
C. R. C. Mazumdar
D. S. N. Sen
Ans. C
Explanation: Sepoys were the Indian soldiers under the command of British, the book “The
Sepoys Mutiny and the rebellion of 1857” written by R. C. Mazumdar.

14. What is the correct chronological order of movements led by Gandhi ji?
A. Kheda Peasant Satyagraha, Khilafat and non-Co-operation Movement, Individual Civil
Disobedience started
B. Non-Co-operation Movement, Champaran Satyagraha, Kheda Peasant Satyagraha
C. Khilafat Movement, Kheda Peasant Satyagraha, Champaran Satyagraha
D. Champaran Satyagraha, Khilafat Movement, Kheda Kheda Peasant Satyagraha
Ans. A
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Explanation: Champaran Satyagraha (1917), Kheda Peasant Satyagraha (1918), Khilafat and
non-Cooperation Movement (1920-21), Individual Civil Disobedience (1933).

15. Which of the following gave the proposal of grouping Provincial Assemblies into three 3
sections A, B, C?
A. Shimla Conference, 1945
B. C. Rajagopalachari Formula.
C. Desai-Liaquat Pct
D. Cabinet Mission
Ans. D
Explanation: In March 1946 the British Cabinet sent a three member mission to Delhi to
examine the League’s demand and to suggest a suitable political framework for a free India.
The Cabinet Mission toured the country for three months and recommended a loose threetier confederation. India was to remain united. It was to have a weak central government
controlling only foreign affairs, defence and communications with the existing provincial
assemblies being grouped into three sections while electing the constituent assembly:
Section A for the Hindu majority provinces, and Sections B and C for the Muslim-majority
provinces of the north-west and the north-east (including Assam) respectively. The sections
or groups of provinces would comprise various regional units. They would have the power
to set up intermediate-level executives and legislatures of their own.

16. Assertion (A): Justice Party in 1920 won the first direct elections in the Madras
presidency and formed the government.
Reason (R): This party-led government was the first government to legislate reservations
among the Public services in the Indian legislative history.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. B
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Explanation: In 1920, the Justice Party won the first direct elections in the Madras
presidency and formed the government. It was the first Government to legislate
reservations among the Public services in the Indian legislative history. In 1928, the Justice
Party did not supported the launch of Anti Simon Commission Protest.

17. Assertion (A): Lucknow session of the Indian National Congress (1916) was presided over
by Ambika Charan Majumdar.
Reason (R): The joint demands of Congress and the Muslim League included that half of the
members of the Viceroy’s Executive Councils should be Indians.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. B
Explanation: The Lucknow session of the Indian National Congress, 1916 was a significant
one as it led to the readmission of the extremists to congress. The Lucknow Pact was an
agreement reached between the Indian National Congress and the Muslim League (AIML) at
a joint session of both the parties held in Lucknow in December 1916. Through the pact, the
two parties agreed to allow representation to religious minorities in the provincial
legislatures.

18. Consider the following events:
1. Indigo Revolt
2. Santhal Rebellion
3. Deccan Riot
4. Mutiny of the Sepoys
The correct chronological sequence of these events is:
A. 4, 2, 1, 3
B. 4, 2, 3, 1
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C. 2, 4, 3, 1
D. 2, 4, 1, 3
Ans. D
Explanation: Indigo revolt – 1860; Santhal rebellion – 1855-56; Deccan riot – 1875; Mutiny
of the Sepoys - 1857

19. Consider the following statements about the “Home Rule League” in India:
1. They were organized on the lines of the Russian Home Rule Leagues.
2. The Home Rule agitation was joined by Jawaharlal Nehru and Mohammad Ali Jinnah.
3. The Bal Gangadhar Tilak’s Home Rule League demanded the formation of linguistic states.
4. Annie Besant’s League was loosely organized as compared to Tilak’s League.
Which of the statements given above are correct?
A. 1, 2 and 3 only
B. 2, 3 and 4 only
C. 3 and 4 only
D. 1, 2, 3 and 4
Ans. B
Explanation: Two Indian Home Rule Leagues were organised on the lines of the Irish Home
Rule Leagues. The Home Rule agitation was later joined by Motilal Nehru, Jawaharlal Nehru,
Bhulabhai Desai, Chittaranjan Das, Madan Mohan Malaviya, Mohammad Ali Jinnah, Tej
Bahadur Sapru and Lala Lajpat Rai. The Bal Gangadhar Tilak’s Home Rule League demands
included swarajya, formation of linguistic states and education in the vernacular. Annie
Besant’s League was loosely organized as compared to Tilak’s League.

20. Which of the following statements are correct about the newspapers started by B.R.
Ambedkar?
1. Mooknayak and Bahishkrit Bharat were two weeklies started by him.
2. The main aim of these newspapers was to raise the consciousness of depressed classes
against social oppression.
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3. These newspapers were vocal against Indian Independence or exit of Britishers from
India. Select the correct answer using the code given below.
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 1 and 3 only
C. 2 and 3 only
D. 1, 2 and 3
Ans. A
Explanation: For the defence of Dalit rights, Dr B R Ambedkar started many periodicals like
Mook Nayak, Bahishkrit Bharat, and Equality Janta. These newspapers were not vocal
against Indian Independence or exit of Britishers from India.

Indian Geography
21. The correct sequence of the west flowing rivers in the peninsular India from north to
south is.
A. Sabarmati, Mahi, Kalinadi, Periyar, Bharathapuzha
B. Mahi, Sabarmati, Kalinadi, Periyar, Bharathapuzha
C. Sabarmati, Mahi, Kalinadi, Bharathapuzha, Periyar
D. Mahi, Sabarmati, Kalinadi, Bharathapuzha, Periyar
Ans. C

22. Which one of the following pairs of Indian cities has the maximum difference in annual
rainfall?
A. Trivandrum and Cochin
B. Mumbai and Panaji
C. Bhubaneswar and Kolkata
D. Jaisalmer and Murshidabad
Ans. D
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Explanation: Jaisalmer and Murshidabad is has high difference in their latitude and
longitude. So they show high difference in rainfall. Also Jaisalmer is a desert. It is one of the
place in India which has lowest rainfall. Murshidabad is in eastern region. This region
receives high rainfall.

23. Which of the following forest that are found in the Western Ghats, hills of the north
eastern region and the Andaman and Nicobar Islands.
A. Mangroove Forest
B. Dry deciduous Forest
C. Tropical Evergreen Forests
D. Semi-desert and desert vegetation
Ans. C
Explanation: Tropical Evergreen forests are a dominant part of the Natural vegetation in
India. The evergreen forests are essential in not only promoting greenery on the planet, but
they are also useful in the continual survival of animals and plants in the forest ecosystem.
The trees are evergreen as there is no period of drought. They are mostly tall and
hardwood. Variety of Plant/Animal Species in Tropical Evergreen Forest: The different types
of animals that live in the evergreen forests are usually of a certain type such as indigenous
birds like owls, hawks, cardinals and even some mammals such as deers, possums and
raccoons. In India, evergreen forests are primarily located in states such as Karnataka and
even Kerala. The Western Ghats are the primary location of the evergreen forest. The
forests mainly contain trees such as rosewood, mahogany and ebony.

24. Which of the following tributary of Ganga originates from Nepal-Sikkim border and joins
Ganga in Bangladesh?
A. Mahananda River
B. Kosi River
C. Gandak River
D. Gomti
Ans. A
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Explanation: The Mahananda River is a trans-boundary river that flows through the Indian
states of West Bengal, Bihar, and Bangladesh. It originates in the Himalayas: Paglajhora Falls
on Mahaldiram Hill near Chimli, east of Kurseong in Darjeeling district.

25. Which of the following types of land locally known as Reh?
A. The land under the settlements, roads, mines and quarries along with barren lands are
included in this category.
B. The total land area on which crops are grown in a region.
C. It is the land in which crops were raised for some period of time but has not been
cultivated for the last five years due to certain deficiencies such as alkalinity and salinity in
the soils.
D. When lands are left unused to regain their lost fertility in a natural way.
Ans. C
Explanation: Cultivable Waste is the land in which crops were raised for some period of time
but has not been cultivated for the last five years due to certain deficiencies such as
alkalinity and salinity in the soils. Such cultivable wastes are locally known as reh, bhur, usar,
and khola in the some part of North India. Meghalaya, Himachal Pradesh and Rajasthan
have a very high share of cultivable waste land in total land use in respective states.

26. Match List I with List II and select the correct answer from the code given below:
List I

List II

(Folk Dance)

(State)

a. Tarangamel

1. Himachal Pradesh

b. Charba

2. Uttar Pradesh

c. Kalbelia

3. Goa

d. Dadra

4. Rajasthan

Code :
a b c d
A. 4 3 2 1
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B. 3 1 4 2
C. 2 3 4 1
D. 3 4 1 2
Ans. B
Explanation: Tarangamelis the folk dance of Goa that celebrates the youthfulness of the
region. It is performed during Dussehra and Holi. The use of rainbow-like costumes with
multi-coloured flags and streamers make it a visual spectacle. Charba is the popular folk
dance of Himachal Pradesh, performed during the Dussehra festivities. Kalbeliais a sensuous
folk dance performed by the women of the Kalbelia community of Rajasthan. The costumes
and dance moves are similar to that of the serpents. ‘Been’ (wind instrument played by
snake charmers) is the popular musical instrument of this dance form. The UNESCO has
inscribed Kalbelia folk songs and dances in the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural
Heritage of Humanity in 2010. Dadra is the semi-classical form of dance popular in Uttar
Pradesh, accompanied by the music of the same style. It was extremely popular among the
courtesans of the Lucknow region.

27. Assertion (A): Hamleted rural settlement Units are locally called panna, para, palli, nagla,
dhani, etc. in various parts of the country.
Reason (R): A pattern may also result from segregation or fragmentation of a large compact
village.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. C
Explanation: Hamleted Settlement is fragmented into several units which are physically
separated from each other bearing a common name. This segmentation of a large village is
often motivated by social and ethnic factors. These units are locally called panna, para, palli,
nagla, dhani, etc. in various parts of the country. This segmentation of a large village is often
motivated by social and ethnic factors. Examples of hamleted settlement can be seen in the
middle and lower Ganga plain, Chhattisgarh and lower valleys of the Himalayas. The isolated
settlement is known as dispersed settlement.
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28. Assertion (A): Most of the metallic minerals in India occur in the peninsular plateau
region in the old crystalline rocks.
Reason (R): Among the non-ferrous metallic minerals produced in India, mica is the
important one.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct.
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. C
Explanation: Most of the metallic minerals in India occur in the peninsular plateau region in
the old crystalline rocks. Over 97 per cent of coal reserves occur in the valleys of Damodar,
Sone, Mahanadi and Godavari. Petroleum reserves are located in the sedimentary basins of
Assam, Gujarat and Mumbai High i.e. off-shore region in the Arabian Sea, Krishna-Godavari
and Kaveri basins. Most of the major mineral resources occur to the east of a line linking
Mangaluru and Kanpur. Metallic minerals are the sources of metals. Iron ore, copper, gold
produce metal and are included in this category. Metallic minerals are further divided into
ferrous and non-ferrous metallic minerals. Among the non-metallic minerals produced in
India, mica is the important one. The other minerals extracted for local consumption are
limestone, dolomite and phosphate.

29. Which of the following statements with reference to the desert soil correct?
1. It is mostly sandy soil (90–95%) found in low-rainfall regions
2. It has a low content of nitrogen and organic matter
3. It has very high calcium carbonate and phosphate
4. India has approximately 4% of total area covered with desert soil
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
A. 2 and 3 only
B. 1 and 4 only
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C. 2, 3 and 4 only
D. All of the above
Ans. D
Explanation: Desert soil is mostly sandy soil (90–95%) found in low-rainfall regions. It has a
low content of nitrogen and organic matter with very high calcium carbonate and
phosphate. The amount of calcium is 10 times higher in the lower layer than in the topsoil.
The availability of nitrogen in the form of nitrates, using fertilizer and proper irrigation, in
addition to the already-present phosphates makes it useful in growing crops such as barley,
rape, cotton, wheat, millets, maize, and pulses. For example, the Indira Gandhi canal
command area is one of the best examples, showing maximum utility of the desert soils.
This soil is susceptible to wind erosion and supports a low density of population. India has
approximately 4% of total area covered with desert soil in the regions of Rajasthan,
adjoining areas of Punjab and Haryana lying between the Indus and the Aravallis, the Rann
of Kuchchh in Gujarat, and coastal regions of Orissa, Tamil Nadu, and Kerala.

30. Through which of the following states the Standard Meridian of India does not pass?
1. Jharkhand
2. Telangana
3. Bihar
4. Tamil Nadu
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
A. 1, 2 and 3 only
B. 2, 3 and 4 only
C. 1 and 4 only
D. 1, 2, 3 and 4
Ans. D
Explanation: Standard Meridian in India passes through – Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh, Odisha, and Andhra Pradesh.
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World Geography
31. Which of the following is nearest to the Strait of Malacca?
A. Indira Point
B. Bangkok
C. Port Blair
D. Manila
Ans. A
Explanation: Strait of Malacca is a waterway which connects the Andaman Sea (Indian
Ocean) and the South China Sea (Pacific Ocean). It runs between the Indonesian island of
Sumatra to the west and peninsular (West) Malaysia and extreme southern Thailand to the
east. Port Blair in South Andaman Island is the capital city of the Andaman and Nicobar
Islands. Indira Point is a village in the Nicobar district at Great Nicobar Island of India. It is
the location of the southernmost point of India's territory.

32. Which one of the following best describes the term “Storm surges”?
A. Abnormal increase in sea level during cyclonic activity
B. Increase in cyclonic depressions due to climate change
C. Rapid intensification of a super cyclone
D. Breaking of magnetosphere due to solar winds
Ans. A
Explanation: A storm surge, storm flood, tidal surge or storm tide is a coastal flood or
tsunami-like phenomenon of rising water commonly associated with low pressure weather
systems (cyclone). Its severity is affected by the shallowness and orientation of the water
body relative to storm path, as well as the timing of tides.

33. The depositional feature at the point where the river comes down from hills to plain is
A. Meander
B. Water fall
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C. Levee
D. Alluvial fan
Ans. D
Explanation: The depositional feature at the point where the river comes down from hills to
plain is Alluvial fan. They are found in the middle course of a river at the foot of slope/
mountains. When the stream moves from the higher level break into foot slope plain of low
gradient, it loses its energy needed to transport much of its load.

34. Which country is known as the “Emerald Isle”?
A. Great Britain
B. Ireland
C. Japan
D. New Zealand
Ans. B
Explanation: Ireland is known as the “Emerald Isle”. Ireland’s beautiful, lush countryside is
what earned the country the nickname, “The Emerald Isle.” The island is located in the
Northern Atlantic Ocean, just west of Great Britain. Ireland’s only bordering country is
Northern Ireland.

35. Why the eye of a tropical cyclone does not experience rainfall?
A. It experiences maximum velocity in the centre which disperses clouds
B. Frequent lightning easily dissipates cloud activity
C. Adiabatic compression in the centre hinders cloud formation
D. The cyclonic walls enter stratosphere where clouds are absent
Ans. C
Explanation: Air usually contains water vapour - its humidity. Water vapour means that the
water molecules are in a gaseous state. As the parcel of air cools as it gains altitude it
eventually reaches a temperature known as the dew point at which it returns to liquid state.
Those tiny droplets of water that form are so small that they remain suspended in the air
and form clouds. Due to Adiabatic compression. The pressure of the air is more than the
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volume as the temperature increases during compression. Due to increase in temperature
dew point is not reached so tiny water droplets are not formed. So cloud is not formed.

36. Match List I with List II and select the correct answer from the code given below:
List I
(Regions/Country)
a. Golan Heights

List II
(Shares border with)
1. Jordon

b. Palestine

2. Egypt

c. Sinai Peninsula

3. Syria

d. Gaza Strip

4. Israel

Code :
a b c d
A. 4 3 2 1
B. 3 1 4 2
C. 2 3 4 1
D. 3 4 1 2
Ans. B
Explanation: The Golan Heights were part of Syria until 1967, when Israel captured most of
the area in the Six-Day War. Countries with international borders to Sinai Peninsula are
Palestinian territories (Gaza Strip) and Israel, Egypt shares maritime borders in the Sinai with
Jordan and Saudi Arabia. Palestinian territories borders Jordan in the east, Israel in the west.
It also borders Egypt on the southwest, which shares the maritime boundary of the Red Sea.
Gaza, is a self-governing Palestinian territory on the eastern coast of the Mediterranean Sea,
that borders Egypt on the southwest for 11 km and Israel on the east and north along a 51
km border.

37. Assertion (A): Hotspots are found in all continents of the World.
Reason (R): Basic lava has a higher flow rate compared to the acidic lava.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
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A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. D
Explanation: The continent of Antarctica and Australia does not have a hotspot. Lava is
molten rock (magma) that has been expelled from the interior of some planets (including
Earth) and some of their moons. Basic lava has a higher flow rate compared to acidic lava.
An example of a low viscosity (fast flowing) lava is basaltic lava. This flows quickly out of a
volcano at a temperature of about 950 degrees Celsius. This flows out for great distances
creating shield volcanoes or flood basalt fields. An example of high viscosity lava is felsic
lava, like rhyolite or dacite.

38. Assertion (A): China, India, Russia, and Indonesia are the Asia’s most productive mining
economies.
Reason (R): Russia is a major producer of coal, tungsten (used in steel production),
diamonds, iron, and steel.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. B
Explanation: China is the world’s largest producer of aluminum, gold, tin, and coal. India is
also a major producer of aluminum and iron ore, along with other minerals such as barite
(used in drilling fluids), chromium (used in steel production and dyes), and manganese (used
in steel production). Russia is a major producer of coal, tungsten (used in steel production),
diamonds, iron, and steel. Indonesia is a major producer of coal, gold, copper, and tin.

39. Which of the following regions are conducive for Air Mass formation?
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1. Antarctica
2. Arctic ocean
3. Sahara Desert
4. Sub-tropical Atlantic Ocean
Select the correct answer using the code given below.
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 1, 2 and 4 only
C. 2, 3 and 4 only
D. 1, 2, 3 and 4
Ans. D
Explanation: When the air remains over a homogenous area for a sufficiently longer time, it
acquires the characteristics of the area. The homogenous regions can be the vast ocean
surface or vast plains. The homogenous surfaces, over which air masses form, are called the
source regions. An air mass acquires these attributes through heat and moisture exchanges
with the surface. Further, Low wind speeds let air remain stationary long enough to take on
the features of the source region, such as heat or cold. When winds move air masses, they
carry their weather conditions (heat or cold, dry or moist) from the source region to a new
region. The following regions are conducive for Air Mass formation -




Antarctica
Arctic ocean
Sahara Desert
Sub-tropical Atlantic Ocean

40. Consider the following statements regarding the Amazon rainforest:
1. It is a large tropical rainforest occupying the drainage basin of the Amazon River and its
tributaries in North America.
2. It is characterized by high rainfall but low humidity.
Which of the statements given above is/are incorrect?
A. 1 only
B. 2 only
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C. Both 1 and 2
D. Neither 1 nor 2
Ans. C
Explanation: Amazon Rainforest is a large tropical rainforest occupying the drainage basin of
the Amazon River and its tributaries in northern South America and covering an area of
2,300,000 square miles (6,000,000 square km). Comprising about 40 percent of Brazil’s total
area, it is bounded by the Guiana Highlands to the north, the Andes Mountains to the west,
the Brazilian central plateau to the south, and the Atlantic Ocean to the east. The forest
widens from a 200-mile (320-km) front along the Atlantic to a belt 1,200 miles (1,900 km)
wide where the lowlands meet the Andean foothills. The immense extent and great
continuity of this rainforest is a reflection of the high rainfall, high humidity, and
monotonously high temperatures that prevail in the region. Amazon rainforest is spread
across 9 South American nations – Brazil, Peru, Columbia, Venezuela, Ecuador, Bolivia,
Guyana, Surinam, and French Guiana.

Polity
41. Who amongst the following will be placed last in the Indian Order of Precedence?
A. Chief Justices of High Courts
B. Former Presidents
C. Attorney General of India
D. Chairperson of UPSC
Ans. A
Explanation: The Order of Precedence is a protocol list in which the functionaries and
authorities are recorded by rank and office in the Government of India. The order is
established by the President of India, and is maintained by the Ministry of Home Affairs. Its
is long list which starts with the President, Vice President, Prime Minister, Governors,
Former Presidents and goes till 26 positions till Joint Secretaries to the Government of India
and officers of equivalent rank Officers of the rank of Major-General or equivalent rank.
Former Presidents > Chairperson of Union Public Service Commission > Attorney General of
India > Chief Justice of High Courts.
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42. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights declares 'franchise' as a human right in’
A. Article 21
B. Article 22
C. Article 1
D. Declaration 21
Ans. A
Explanation: Universal Declaration of Human Rights declares that human rights are universal
– to be enjoyed by all people, no matter who they are or where they live. The Universal
Declaration includes civil and political rights, like the right to life, liberty, free speech and
privacy. Article 21 states that everyone has the right to take part in the government of his
country, directly or through freely chosen representatives. Also everyone has the right of
equal access to public service in his country.

43. The Constitution of India is federal in character because
A. The Head of the State (the President) is elected by an electoral college consisting of the
elected members of both the Houses of Parliament and the elected members of the
Legislative Assemblies of the States.
B. The Governors of States are appointed by the President and they hold office during the
pleasure of the President.
C. There is distribution of powers between the Union and the States.
D. The amendment of the Constitution can be made only by following the procedure laid
down in the Constitution and in some cases the amendment requires ratification by
Legislatures of the States.
Ans. C

44. Which of the following is true?
A. The state legislatures can also make provision with respect to matters relating to
elections
B. The orders issued by Delimitation Commission can only be challenged in Supreme Court
C. Representation of the People Act of 1950 provides for election offences
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D. Representation of the People Act of 1951 provides for preparation of electoral rolls
Ans. A
Explanation: Articles 324 to 329 in Part 15 of the Constitution deal with provisions with
electoral system in India. The Constitution (Article 324) provides for an independent
Election Commission in order to ensure free and fair elections in the country. The power of
superintendence, direction and conduct of elections to the Parliament, the State
Legislatures, the office of the President and the office of the Vice-President is vested in the
Commission. There is to be only one general electoral roll for every territorial constituency
for election to the Parliament and the State Legislatures. Representation of the People Act
of 1950 which provides for the qualifications of voters, preparation of electoral rolls,
delimitation of constituencies etc. Representation of the People Act of 1951 which provides
for the actual conduct of elections and deals with administrative machinery for conducting
elections, the poll, election offences etc. Delimitation Commission Act of 1952 which
provides for the re-adjustment of seats, delimitation and reservation of territorial
constituencies and other related matters. The orders issued by the Delimitation Commission
become final and cannot be challenged in any court.

45. Which part of the Indian Constitution deals with its amendment?
A. Part XX
B. Part VIII
C. Part XIII
D. Part XIX
Ans. A
Explanation: Article 368 under Part XX of Indian constitution states that the Parliament
under Article 368 can amend any part of the Constitution including the Fundamental Rights
but without affecting the 'basic structure' of the Constitution.

46. The 44th Amendment Act (1978) has abolished the constitutional obligation to pay
compensation in regard to the compulsory acquisition of private property by the
governments except in case of –
A. When the government acquires the property of tribals
B. When the government acquires the property of a minority religious institution
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C. When the government acquires the property of a minority educational institution
D. None of the above
Ans. C
Explanation: Articles 294 to 300 in Part XII of the constitution deal with the property,
contracts, rights, liabilities, obligations and suits of the Union and the states. In this regard,
the constitution makes the Union or the states as juristic (legal) persons. The Parliament as
well as the State Legislatures are empowered to make laws for the compulsory acquisition
and requisitioning of private property by the governments. The 44th Amendment Act (1978)
has also abolished the constitutional obligation to pay compensation in this regard except in
two cases –



when the government acquires the property of a minority educational institution;
and
when the government acquires the land held by a person under his personal
cultivation and the land is within the statutory ceiling limits.

47. Which statement is not correct regarding "Gram Sabha"?
A. It is a body consisting of persons registered in the electoral rolls of a village comprised
within the area of the Panchayat level.
B. It is a village assembly consisting of all the registered voters in the area of the Panchayat.
C. Its powers have been determined by the Central Government
D. Its powers and functions at village level are like state legislature at the state level.
Ans. C
Explanation: Gram Sabha is the primary body of the Panchayati Raj system and by far the
largest. It is a permanent body. Gram Sabha is the Sabha of the electorate. All other
institutions of the Panchayati Raj like the Gram Panchayat, Block Panchayat and Zilla
Parishad are constituted by elected representatives. It is a democratic structure at the grassroots level in India. It is a political institute, acting as cabinet of the village.

48. Which Schedule of the Constitution of India contains the three lists that divide powers
between the Union and the sates?
A. Fifth Schedule
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B. Sixth Schedule
C. Seventh Schedule
D. Eighth Schedule
Ans. C
Explanation: The Constitution provides a scheme for demarcation of powers through three
‘lists’ in the seventh schedule.
1. The union list details the subjects on which Parliament may make laws e.g. defence,
foreign affairs, railways, banking, among others.
2. The state list details those under the purview of state legislatures e.g. Public order,
police, public health and sanitation; hospitals and dispensaries, betting and gambling
etc.
3. The concurrent list has subjects in which both Parliament and state legislatures have
jurisdiction e.g. Education including technical education, medical education and
universities, population control and family planning, criminal law, prevention of
cruelty to animals, protection of wildlife and animals, forests etc.
4. The Constitution also provides federal supremacy to Parliament on concurrent list
items i.e. in case of a conflict; a central law will override a state law.

49. The organizational structure of the subordinate Judiciary is laid down by the:
A. Constitution of India
B. Supreme Court
C. High Court of the State concerned
D. Respective State Government concerned
Ans. D
Explanation: The District Courts are constituted by the State governments for every district
or for one or more districts together taking into account the number of cases, population
distribution in the district. These courts are under the administrative control of the High
Court of the State to which the district concerned belongs. The decisions of District Court
are subject to the appellate jurisdiction of the High Court of the State concerned. However,
the organizational structure, jurisdiction, and nomenclature of the subordinate judiciary are
laid down by the states. Therefore, they differ from states to states.
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50. Who amongst the following has the power to increase the number of Judges of the
Supreme Court?
A. The President
B. The Chief Justice of India
C. The Parliament
D. The Union Cabinet
Ans. C
Explanation: The Judges of Supreme Court are appointed by the President after consultation
with the Chief Justice and such other Judges of the Supreme Court and the High Courts. The
Parliament has the authority to decide the number of Judges in the Supreme Court. The
Original Constitution of 1950 envisaged a Supreme Court with a Chief Justice and 7 puisne
Judges leaving it to Parliament to increase this number.

51. Which of the following statute led to the creation of the Office of Speaker and Deputy
Speaker in India?
A. Government of India Act, 1919
B. Government of India Act, 1935
C. India Independence Act, 1947
D. Government of India Act, 1909
Ans. A
Explanation: The office of Speaker and Deputy Speaker in India dates from the year 1921,
Previous to the Government of India Act, 1919, the Head of State used to preside over
deliberations of the Assembly, But under the Government of India Act, 1919, office of the
President of Indian Legislative Assembly came into existence. In 1921 Frederick Whyte and
Sachidanand Sinha were appointed by the Governor-General of India as the first Speaker
and the First Deputy Speaker. And in 1925, the election of the President from among the
members of Legislative Assembly came into effect in which Vithalbhai J. Patel became the
first Indian and the first elected Speaker of the central legislative assembly.

52. With reference to the Indian Constitutional amendments, arrange the following subjects
of amendments in the correct chronological order.
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1. Reduction of voting age in the Elections
2. Abolition of Privy Purse for Zamindars
3. Changes in the text of Preamble
4. Elementary education as Fundamental Right
Select the correct answer using the code given below.
A. 1 – 2 – 3 – 4
B. 3 – 2 – 1 – 4
C. 2 – 3 – 1 – 4
D. 3 – 4 – 1 – 2
Ans. C
Explanation:





Reduction of Age for voting rights in the Elections- (Sixty-first Amendment) Act, 1988
Abolition of Privy Purse for Zamindars- 26th Amendment in 1971.
Changes in the text of Preamble- 42 nd Amendment, 1976.
Elementary education as Fundamental Right-The Constitution (Eighty-sixth
Amendment) Act, 2002.

53. Assertion (A): During a national emergency, both the President and Vice President
tender their resignation to the Chief Justice of India.
Reason (R): The Speaker of Lok Sabha tenders his resignation to the Deputy Speaker of the
House.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. D
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Explanation: According to Article 56 of the Constitution in Part V, the President of India can
vacate his office by addressing the resignation to Vice-President of India. The Vice President
may resign his office by submitting his resignation to the President. The resignation
becomes effective from the day it is accepted. There is no special condition to be
maintained during a national emergency. The speaker automatically ceases to hold the
position if he is disqualified to be a member of Lok Sabha due to reasons whatsoever.

54. Assertion (A): National Legal Service Authority (NALSA) is formed under the provisions
provided under Fundamental Rights and Directive Principles of the Constitution.
Reason (R): The Chief Justice of India is the designated executive chairman of NALSA.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. C
Explanation: Article 39A under the Directive Principles chapter of the Constitution of India
provides that State shall secure that the operation of the legal system promotes justice on
the basis of equal opportunity, and shall in particular, provide free legal aid, by suitable
legislation or schemes or in any other way, to ensure that opportunities for securing justice
are not denied to any citizen by reason of economic or other disability. Similarly, the
Fundamental Rights under Part III, in Articles 14 and 221. Also make it obligatory for the
State to ensure equality before the law and a legal system which promotes justice on the
basis of equal opportunity to all. The Chief Justice of India is the Patron-in-chief, and the
senior-most Judge is the Executive Chairman of the NALSA.

55. Assertion (A): Government of India Act, 1919 abolished dyarchy introduced by 1909
Morley Minto reforms.
Reason (R): It introduced direct elections in the country.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
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B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. D
Explanation: On August 20, 1917, for the first time, the British Government declared, that its
objective was the gradual introduction of responsible government in India. The Government
of India Act of 1919 was thus enacted, which came into force in 1921. It is also known as
Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms as Montagu was Secretary of State for India and Lord
Chelmsford was Viceroy of India. It introduced bicameralism and direct elections in the
country.

56. Assertion (A): Only elected members of the State Legislative Assemblies can vote in a
Rajya Sabha election.
Reason (R): Cross-voting by a Member of State Legislative Assembly in a Rajya Sabha
election amounts to defection.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. C
Explanation: The Supreme Court, while declining to interfere with the open ballot system,
ruled that not voting for the party candidate will not attract disqualification under the
antidefection law. As voters, MLAs retain their freedom to vote for a candidate of their
choice. However, the Court observed that since the party would know who voted against its
own candidate, it is free to take disciplinary action against the legislator concerned.

57. Which of the following statements is/are not correct with reference to the powers
provided to the Rajya Sabha?
1. It can authorize the Parliament to make a law on a subject enumerated in the State List.
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2. It can authorize the Parliament to create new All-India Services common to both the
Centre and the States.
3. A Constitution Amendment Bill related to federal structure of polity is initiated only by
the Rajya Sabha.
4. Only the Rajya Sabha has the exclusive power to elect the Vice-President of India.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 3 and 4 only
C. 3 only
D. 2, 3 and 4 only
Ans. B
Explanation: Due to its federal character, the Rajya Sabha has been given two exclusive or
special powers that are not enjoyed by the Lok Sabha:




It can authorize the Parliament to make a law on a subject enumerated in the State
List (Article 249).
It can authorize the Parliament to create new All-India Services common to both the
Centre and the States (Article 312).
Other than this in the Constitution Amendment Bill and in the election of the Vice
President, the Lok Sabha plays an important role.

58. Which of the following offices come under the jurisdiction of the Lokpal?
1. The Prime Minister of India
2. Private sector companies registered with SEBI
3. Former Members of Parliament and Legislative Assemblies
4. Institutions receiving foreign donations of any amount
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
A. 1, 2 and 4 only
B. 1 and 3 only
C. 2, 3 and 4 only
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D. 3 and 4 only
Ans. B
Explanation: The office of Lokpal shall investigate and prosecute cases of corruption in
public institutions. The jurisdiction of Lokpal extends to :





The Prime Minister.
Ministers, current and former Members of Parliament and Members of Legislative
Assemblies.
Government employees and employees of companies funded or controlled by the
central or state government.
Institutions receiving foreign donations in excess of ten lakh rupees per year or such
higher limit as specified.

59. Which of the following are the discretionary powers of the Governor of a State?
1. Dismissal of the State Council of Ministers when it cannot prove the confidence of the
State Legislative Assembly
2. Appointment of Chief Minister when she dies suddenly without assigning her successor
3. Making the rules to conduct the business of the State Government
4. Seeking information from Chief Secretary with regards to administrative matters
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 1 and 3 only
C. 2, 3 and 4 only
D. 1, 2, 3 and 4
Ans. A
Explanation: According to Article 163, there shall be a Council of Ministers with the Chief
Minister at the head to aid and advice the Governor in the exercise of his functions, except
in so far as he is by or under this Constitution required to exercise his functions or any of
them in his discretion. If any question arises whether any matter is or is not a matter as
respects which the Governor is by or under this Constitution required to act in his
discretion. This discretion is of two types, constitutional discretion such as, seeking
information from the Chief Minister, not Chief Secretary, with regard to the administrative
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and legislative matters of the State (Article 166). Appointing the Chief Minister when no
party has acquired clear cut majority in the State Legislative Assembly and when the Chief
Minister dies while in office without leaving heir apparent.

60. For which of the following Department-related Standing Committees, the Chairman is
appointed by the Speaker of Lok Sabha?
1. Committee on Finance
2. Committee on Health and Family Welfare
3. Committee on Defence
4. Committee on External Affairs
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
A. 1, 2 and 3 only
B. 1, 3 and 4 only
C. 2, 3 and 4 only
D. 1, 2, 3 and 4 only
Ans. B
Explanation: The DRSCs are instrumental in performing three important functions: examine
Bills referred to them; select specific topics related to the ministries and examine
implementation by the Government; and examine the budgetary outlay of the departments.
The Chairmen of the following Committees are appointed by the Chairman, Rajya Sabha:


Committee on Commerce, Home Affairs, Human Resource Development, Industry,
Science & Technology, Environment & Forests, Transport, Tourism and Culture,
Health and Family Welfare and Personnel, Public Grievances, Law and Justice.

And the Chairmen of the following Committees are appointed by the Speaker, Lok Sabha:


Committee on Agriculture, Information Technology, Defence, Energy, External
Affairs, Finance, Food, Consumer Affairs and Public Distribution, Labour , Petroleum
& Natural Gas, Railways, Urban Development, Water Resources, Chemicals and
Fertilizers, Rural Development, Coal and Steel, Social Justice & Empowerment .
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Economics
61. Which of the following will lead to the error of double counting in the National Income?
A. Counting consumer and capital goods separately
B. Counting goods and services separately
C. Counting all the sectors of the economy
D. Counting Intermediate goods separately
Ans. D
Explanation: Intermediate goods are crucial inputs to any production process and a
significant part of our manpower and capital stock are engaged in production of these
goods. However, since we are dealing with value of output, we should realise that the value
of the final goods already includes the value of the intermediate goods that have entered
into their production as inputs. Counting them separately will lead to the error of double
counting. Whereas considering intermediate goods may give a fuller description of total
economic activity, counting them will highly exaggerate the final value of our economic
activity.

62. Which of the following statements with respect to the World Economic Forum’s Social
Mobility Index is not correct?
A. A higher level of social mobility can act as a lever to economic growth.
B. Only a handful of nations have the right conditions to foster social mobility.
C. It lists India as among the 5 countries that stand to gain the most from a better social
mobility score.
D. The most socially mobile societies in the world are North American countries.
Ans. D
Explanation: The most socially mobile societies in the world, according to the report's
Global Social Mobility Index, are all European. The Nordic nations hold the top five spots, led
by Denmark in the first place (scoring 85 points), followed by Norway, Finland and Sweden
(83 points) and Iceland (82 points). Among the G7 economies, Germany is the most socially
mobile - ranking 11th, followed by France in 12th position. Among BRICS grouping, the
Russian Federation is the most socially mobile (39th), followed by China (45th), Brazil (60th),
India (76th) and South Africa (77th). India has been ranked very low at 76th place out of 82
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countries on a new Social Mobility Index compiled by the World Economic Forum, while
Denmark has topped the charts.

63. The term ‘Prompt Corrective Action’, often seen in news, refers to
A. Improving financial and socio-economic condition of the Below Poverty Line (BPL)
families.
B. Transforming and expanding MSMEs in order to facilitate ‘Make in India’ mission.
C. Adopting innovative construction technologies for building affordable houses at a rapid
rate.
D. Measures suggested by the RBI to maintain the sound financial health of commercial
banks.
Ans. D
Explanation: RBI’s PCA Framework are the corrective measures suggested by RBI that should
be a taken by commercial banks when its financial condition worsens beyond a level. It is
taken to maintain the sound financial health of commercial banks. It is a set of guidelines for
banks that are weak in terms of identified indicators including– poor asset quality,
insufficient capital and insufficient profit or losses. The PCA framework specifies the trigger
points or the level in which the RBI will intervene with corrective action. These trigger points
are expressed in terms of parameters for the banks.
The trigger points are:
•
•
•

Capital to risk-weighted assets ratio (CRAR),
Net non-performing assets (NNPA)
Return on assets (RoA).

This means that when a particular bank is reporting the low level of CRAR high level of NNPA
or Return on Assets (profit), the RBI will ask it to adopt certain restrictive measures.

64. Which of the following statements is correct in the context of the credit creation process
in an economy?
A. There is no limit to the credit creation by banks
B. Decrease in Reserve Ratio will increase the credit creation
C. Cash Reserve Ratio leads to over lending by banks
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D. Increase in money multiplier decreases the credit creation
Ans. B
Explanation: Banks create credit out of the deposits they receive. This is based on the
assumption that not everyone who has deposited funds with it will ask for their funds back
at the same time, the bank can loan these funds to someone who needs the funds at
interest (of course, the bank has to be sure it will get the funds back at the required time).
There is a limit to money or credit creation by banks and this is determined by the Central
bank (RBI). The RBI decides a certain percentage of deposits which every bank must keep as
reserves.
Money multiplier = 1/ reserve ratio.
Therefore less the reserve ratio, more will be the credit creation in the economy. Cash
Reserve Ratio (CRR) = Percentage of deposits which a bank must keep as cash reserves with
the bank. To ensure that no bank is ‘over lending’. This is a legal requirement and is binding
on the banks. Increase in money multiplier will increase the loans given by the banks and
therefore will increase the credit creation.

65. Match List I with List II and select the correct answer from the code given below:
List I
a. NEFT
b. RTGS
c. IMPS
d. SWIFT
List II
1. It provides a network that enables financial institutions worldwide to send and receive
information about financial transactions in a secure, standardized and reliable environment.
2. It is an instant payment inter-bank electronic funds transfer system available 24*7
3. It is used for high-value transactions once processed, payments are final and irrevocable
4. It is an electronic funds transfer system maintained by the Reserve Bank of India
Code :
a b c d
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A. 4 3 2 1
B. 3 1 4 2
C. 2 3 4 1
D. 3 4 1 2
Ans. A
Explanation: National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT) is an electronic funds transfer system
maintained by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI). Started in November 2005, the setup was
established and maintained by the Institute for Development and Research in Banking
Technology (IDRBT). NEFT enables bank customers in India to transfer funds between any
two NEFT enabled bank accounts on a one to one basis. It is done via electronic message.
Unlike real-time gross settlement (RTGS), fund transfers through the NEFT system do not
occur in real-time basis. The Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication
(SWIFT), provides a network that enables financial institutions worldwide to send and
receive information about financial transactions in a secure, standardized and reliable
environment. SWIFT transports financial messages in a highly secure way but does not hold
accounts for its members and does not perform any form of clearing or settlement.

66. Assertion (A): The Reserve Bank of India supervises the functioning of formal sources of
loans.
Reason (R): Securities and exchange Board of India (SEBI) supervises the functioning of
informal sources of loans.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. C
Explanation: The Reserve Bank of India supervises the functioning of formal sources of
loans. The RBI monitors the banks in actually maintaining cash balance. Similarly, the RBI
sees that the banks give loans not just to profit-making businesses and traders but also to
small cultivators, small scale industries, to small borrowers etc. Periodically, banks have to
submit information to the RBI on how much they are lending, to whom, at what interest
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rate, etc. There is no organization which supervises the credit activities of lenders in the
informal sector.

67. Assertion (A): Buffer Stock is the stock of food grains, namely wheat and rice, procured
by the government through the Department of Agriculture.
Reason (R): The FCI purchases wheat and rice from the farmers in states where there is
surplus production.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. D
Explanation: Buffer Stock is the stock of foodgrains, namely wheat and rice, procured by the
government through the Food Corporation of India (FCI). The FCI purchases wheat and rice
from the farmers in states where there is surplus production. The farmers are paid a preannounced price for their crops. This price is called Minimum Support Price (MSP). The MSP
is declared by the government every year before the sowing season to provide incentives to
farmers for raising the production of these crops. The purchased foodgrains are stored in
granaries. This is done to distribute foodgrains in the deficit areas and among the poorer
strata of the society at a price lower than the market price also known as Issue Price. This
also helps resolve the problem of shortage of food during adverse weather conditions or
during the periods of calamity.

68. Which of the following statements represent the reasons as to why India chose the
Consumer Price Index (CPI) as the inflation targeting parameter instead of the Wholesale
Price Index (WPI)?
1. CPI matters more to the common man than WPI.
2. CPI includes services, but not WPI.
3. WPI contains a lot of traded manufactured goods and commodity inputs.
4. Food prices contained in CPI are more impacted by inflation targeting.
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Select the correct answer using the code given below:
A. 1 and 3 only
B. 1, 2 and 4 only
C. 2 and 3 only
D. 1, 2 and 3 only
Ans. D
Explanation: Consumer Price Index or CPI as it is commonly called is an index measuring
retail inflation in the economy by collecting the change in prices of most common goods and
services. What the common citizen experiences is retail inflation, that is, Consumer Price
Inflation (CPI). Since monetary policy ‘works’ by containing public’s inflation expectations
and thus wage demands, Consumer Price Inflation is what matters. The opponents of
inflation targeting have blamed the choice of the index saying that food prices-heavy CPI is a
wrong gauge as interest rates hardly have any impact on food prices. An argument is that
with food prices driving inflation, monetary policy is a weak tool to control prices. Because
the prices of food are more driven by supply-side factors rather than demand. Monetary
policy is effective in impacting demand, especially industrial goods and services and not
food prices.

69. Consider the following statements:
1. In a capitalist society the goods produced are distributed among people on the basis of
Purchasing Power.
2. In a socialist society, the desires of individual consumers are given more importance.
3. In a mixed economy, the market will provide whatever goods and services it can produce
well.
Which of the statements given above are correct?
A. 1 and 3 only
B. 2 and 3 only
C. 1 and 2 only
D. 1, 2 and 3
Ans. A
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Explanation: In a capitalist society the goods produced are distributed among people not on
the basis of what people need but on the basis of Purchasing Power—the ability to buy
goods and services. In a socialist society the government decides what goods are to be
produced in accordance with the needs of society. It is assumed that the government knows
what is good for the people of the country and so the desires of individual consumers are
not given much importance. In a mixed economy, the market will provide whatever goods
and services it can produce well, and the government will provide essential goods and
services which the market fails to do.

70. Consider the following regarding the demand of money in an economy:
1. Rise in income will lead to rise in demand of money
2. At a higher interest rate, demand for money increases
Which of the statements given above is/are not correct?
A. 1 only
B. 2 only
C. Both 1 and 2
D. Neither 1 nor 2
Ans. B
Explanation: The demand for money tells us what makes people desire a certain amount of
money. The value of transactions will determine the money people will want to keep. The
larger is the quantum of transactions to be made, the larger is the quantity of money
demanded. Since the quantum of transactions to be made depends on income, it should be
clear that a rise in income will lead to a rise in demand for money. When interest rates go
up, people become less interested in holding money since holding money amounts to
holding less of interest-earning deposits, and thus less interest received. Therefore, at
higher interest rates, money demanded comes down.

Environment and Pollution
71. The most dangerous metal pollutant of automobile exhaust is
A. Cadmium
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B. silver
C. lead
D. manganese
Ans. C
Explanation: The most hazardous metal pollutant of automobile exhaust is 'lead'. Lead is the
most immobile heavy metal pollutant. Due to its immobility lead poisoning is localised. It is
used as an antiknock agent in petrol as tetraethyl and tetramethyl lead.

72. Natural sink of stratospheric ozone layer is
A. SO2
B. HCF
C. Freons
D. Sulphur flux of oceans
Ans. B
Explanation: Hydro chloro fluoro carbons (HCFCs) are chemical compounds commonly used
in the foam, refrigeration, and air conditioning sectors that destroy the protective ozone
layer and contribute to climate change. It is essential to reduce and phase out the use of
HCFCs in industry practices.

73. The greenhouse effect in the atmosphere is produced due to:
A. Absorption and re-emission of infrared radiation by the atmosphere
B. Absorption and re-emission of ultra violet radiation by the atmosphere
C. Absorption and re-emission of visible light by the atmosphere
D. Absorption and re-emission of visible light by clouds
Ans. A
Explanation: The greenhouse effect describes the increase in global temperature as a result
of greenhouse gases. Carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxides are examples of
greenhouse gases. The longer wavelengths of outgoing infrared light from Earth's surface
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are absorbed by greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. The infrared radiation is then emitted
in all directions, both upward and downward.

74. Which of the following statements defines Biological Magnification?
A. Attack of an exotic species of plants in any ecosystem.
B. The energy flow from one level to another level in the food chain.
C. Concentration of harmful biochemical from one level to another level in the food chain.
D. The lack in elements for increasing the productivity of any ecosystem.
Answer: C
Explanation: The chemicals which are used to protect the crops from pests are either
washed down into the soil or into the water bodies. From the soil, these are absorbed by
the plants along with water and minerals, and from the water bodies these are taken up by
aquatic plants and animals. Thus they enter the food chain. As these chemicals are not
degradable, these get accumulated progressively at each trophic level. As Human beings
occupy the top level in any food chain, the maximum concentration of these chemicals get
accumulated in our bodies. This phenomenon is known as Biological Magnification.

75. The Ganga Action Plan was first introduced in which of the following years?
A. 1982
B. 1985
C. 1988
D. 2000
Answer: B
Explanation: The Ganga Action Plan was a multi-crore project which came about in 1985
because the quality of the water in the Ganga was very poor. The Ganga runs its course of
over 2500 km from Gangotri in the Himalayas to Ganga Sagar in the Bay of Bengal. It is being
turned into a drain by more than a hundred towns and cities in Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and
West Bengal that pour their garbage and excreta into it. Largely untreated sewage is
dumped into the Ganges every day. In addition, pollution is caused by other human
activities like bathing, washing of clothes and immersion of ashes or unburnt corpses. And
then, industries contribute chemical effluents to the Ganga pollution load and the toxicity
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kills fish in large sections of the river. Ganga action plan is no longer in force now. Now
Namami Gange Programme is operational.

76. Which of the following greenhouse gases are entirely anthropogenic in origin?
A. Water vapour
B. CFCs
C. Carbon dioxide
D. Methane
Ans. B
Explanation: Anthropogenic sources result from energy-related activities (e.g., combustion
of fossil fuels in the electric utility and transportation sectors), agriculture, land-use change,
waste management and treatment activities, and various industrial processes.
Anthropogenic (human-caused) GHG emissions are modifying the Earth's energy
balance between incoming solar radiation and the heat released back into space, amplifying
the greenhouse effect and resulting in climate change.

77. Assertion (A): State government can declare a national park under Wild Life (Protection)
Act (WPA) of 1972.
Reason (R): Within the law, the difference in conservation value of a National Park from that
of a sanctuary is not specified in the WPA 1972.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. B
Explanation: An area, whether within a sanctuary or not, can be notified by the state
government to be constituted as a National Park, by reason of its ecological, faunal, floral,
geomorphological, or zoological association or importance, needed to for the purpose of
protecting & propagating or developing wildlife therein or its environment. No human
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activity is permitted inside the national park except for the ones permitted by the Chief
Wildlife Warden of the state under the conditions given in CHAPTER IV, WPA 1972.

78. Assertion (A): water vapour has the biggest influence towards the greenhouse effect.
Reason (R): Amount of water vapour in atmosphere is directly related to amount of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. A
Explanation: Water vapour is the biggest overall contributor to the greenhouse effect. Since
the rate of evaporation rises with temperature, the amount of water vapour in the air at any
one time (and the amount of warming it causes) is strongly related to the amount of other
greenhouse gases in the air.

79. Which of the following statements are correct in the context of carbon monoxide
emissions?
1. It is mainly due to incomplete combustion of fuel.
2. They are more evident in petrol engine.
3. Long-term exposure can cause nausea.
Codes
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 2 and 3 only
C. 1, 2, and 3
D. 1 and 3 only
Ans. C
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Explanation: Carbon monoxide (CO) is a colorless, odorless, tasteless, and toxic air pollutant
and is produced in the incomplete combustion of carbon-containing fuels, such as gasoline,
natural gas, oil, coal, and wood. The largest anthropogenic source of CO in the United States
is vehicle emissions.

80. Regarding the ozone layer, consider the following statements:
1. Ozone (O3) is a molecule formed by three atoms of oxygen.
2. Ozone shields the surface of the earth from ultraviolet radiation from the Sun.
3. Human synthesized chemicals such as chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) have started declining
the amount of ozone.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
A. 1 only
B. 2 and 3 only
C. 1, 2 and 3
D. 1 and 2 only
Answer: C
Explanation: Ozone (O3) is a molecule formed by three atoms of oxygen. Ozone, is a deadly
poison. However, at the higher levels of the atmosphere, ozone performs an essential
function. It shields the surface of the earth from ultraviolet (UV) radiation from the Sun. This
radiation is highly damaging to organisms, for example, it is known to cause skin cancer in
human beings. The amount of ozone in the atmosphere began to drop sharply in the 1980s.
This decrease has been linked to synthetic chemicals like chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) which
are used as refrigerants and in fire extinguishers. In 1987, the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) succeeded in forging an agreement to freeze CFC production at 1986
levels.

Ecology
81. What is the name of the feature that allows organisms to survive in the conditions of
their habitat?
A. Adjustment
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B. Adaptation
C. Acclimatization
D. Adaptive variation
Ans. A
Explanation: Adaptation is the method of adjusting to new habitats or changes in their
existing environment, according to evolutionary theory; it is the outcome of natural
selection acting on heritable variation over generations.

82. Hyenas and Vultures are ______________.
A. Omnivorous
B. Scavengers
C. Carnivorous
D. Herbivorous
Ans. B
Explanation: Scavengers are the animals that feed on the dead and rotting organisms.
Scavengers provide an important service to the ecosystem by removing disintegrating
organisms and acting as an innate sanitation system. Scavengers assist conserve energy and
nutrients received from rotting flesh within the top trophic levels and thus are capable of
transferring the energy and nutrients further away from the source of the carrion.

83. ________ is a group of species exploits the biotic and abiotic resources in the same way.
A. Community
B. Ecads
C. Biomes
D. Guild
Ans. D
Explanation: A guild is a collection of organisms that share resources or exploit diverse
resources in similar ways. Sharing an ecological niche is not a requirement of the guild.
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84. Which is/are the abiotic components of an ecosystem?
A. Soil
B. Protein
C. Carbon
D. All of the above
Ans. D
Explanation: Abiotic components of the ecosystem include all the non-living things of an
ecosystem. It constitutes gases, water vapour, rocks and soils of the ecosystem.

85. What percentage of oxygen and carbon dioxide exists in the ecosystem?
A. 20.95% and 0.004%
B. 20.95% and 0.04%
C. 20.0% and 0.40%
D. 20.0% and 0.44%
Ans. B
Explanation: Oxygen and carbon dioxide is the major gases of the earth’s atmosphere.
Nitrogen is the most abundant gas in the atmosphere, it constitutes about 78 % of the total
concentration of gases in the atmosphere.

86. Match List I with List II and select the correct answer from the code given below:
List I
(Methodology of Water Harvesting)

List II
(Related State)

a. Pynes

1. Tamil Nadu

b. Kulhs

2. Bihar

c. Khadins

3. Himachal Pradesh

d. Eris

4. Rajasthan

Code:
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a b c d
A. 2 3 4 1
B. 2 3 1 4
C. 1 2 3 4
D. 4 2 1 3
Answer: A
Explanation: Water harvesting is an age-old concept in India. Khadins, tanks and nadis in
Rajasthan, Bandharas and Tals in Maharashtra, Bundhis in Madhya Pradesh and Uttar
Pradesh, Ahars and Pynes in Bihar, Kulhs in Himachal Pradesh, Ponds in the Kandi Belt of
Jammu region, Eris (tanks) in Tamil Nadu, Surangams in Kerala, Kattas in Karnataka are some
of the ancient water harvesting, including water conveyance, structures still in use today.

87. Assertion (A): Food chain involves flow of energy from one component of the system to
another.
Reason (R): The Food chain demonstrates the numbers of every organism that are eaten by
others in line.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. C
Explanation: Food chain is the series of organisms feeding on one another. The food we eat
acts as a fuel to provide us energy to do work. Thus the interactions among various
components of the environment involves flow of energy from one component of the system
to another. The length and complexity of food chains vary greatly. Each organism is
generally eaten by two or more other kinds of organisms which in turn are eaten by several
other organisms. So instead of a straight line food chain, the relationship can be shown as a
series of branching lines called a food web.
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88. Assertion (A): Producers make organic compounds from inorganic substances in the
presence of sunlight and chlorophyll.
Reason (R): Fungi are Heterotrophs.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. B
Explanation: Organisms which can make organic compounds like sugar and starch from
inorganic substances using the radiant energy of the Sun in the presence of chlorophyll are
called the producers or autotrophs. All green plants and certain blue green algae which can
produce food by photosynthesis come under this category. All fungi are heterotrophs, they
use enzymes to break down the materials on which they are growing, fungi are largely
responsible for organic decomposition, they are also capable of fermentation.

89. Which of the following are examples of a symbiotic relationship?
1. Algae and fungus
2. Algae and bacteria
3. Fungus and bacteria
4. Plants and bacteria
Use the code given below to select the correct answer —
A. 1 and 3 only
B. 1, 2 and 3 only
C. 1 and 4 only
D. 2, 3 and 4 only
Answer: C
Explanation: There is a symbiotic relationship between algae and fungus. For example, in
organisms called lichens, a chlorophyll-containing partner, which is an alga, and a fungus live
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together. The fungus provides shelter, water and minerals to the alga and, in return, the
alga prepares and provides food to the fungus. The bacterium called Rhizobium can take
atmospheric nitrogen and convert it into a usable form. But Rhizobium cannot make its own
food. So, it often lives in the roots of gram, peas, moong, beans and other legumes and
provides them with nitrogen. In return, the plants provide food and shelter to the bacteria.
They, thus, have a symbiotic relationship. (i.e., between plants and bacteria).

90. Given below are a few statements related to biodiversity. Pick those that correctly
describe the concept of biodiversity
1. Biodiversity refers to the different species of flora and fauna present in an area
2. Biodiversity refers to only the flora of a given area
3. Biodiversity is greater in a forest
4. Biodiversity refers to the total number of individuals of a particular species living in an
area
Choose the correct option from the following:
A. 1 and 2
B. 2 and 4
C. 1 and 3
D. 2 and 3
Answer: C
Explanation: The term biodiversity refers to the variety of life forms on Earth. Forests are
rich in biodiversity as a number of forms of life are found in forests, including trees, plants,
animals, fungi and micro-organisms, and their roles in nature.

Science and Technology
91. A solar probe from NASA touched the sun. The name of the solar probe is –
A. SATI
B. Parker
C. Opportunity
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D. Spirit
Ans. B
Explanation: NASA’s Parker Solar Probe is the first-ever mission to "touch" the Sun. The
spacecraft, about the size of a small car, travels directly through the Sun's atmosphere -ultimately to a distance of about 4 million miles from the surface. Parker Solar Probe
launched aboard a Delta IV-Heavy rocket from Cape Canaveral in 2018.

92. What does PUMA stand for in context of Robotics?
A. Programmable Used Machine to Assemble
B. Programmed Machine for Assembly
C. Programmable Universal Machine for Assembly
D. Programmed Utility Machine to Assemble
Ans. C
Explanation: The PUMA is an industrial robotic arm developed by Victor Scheinman at
pioneering robot company Unimation. Many research labs still use this assembly robot.
PUMA (Programmable Universal Machine for Assembly) have been used since 1978 to
assemble automobile subcomponents such as dash panels and lights.

93. Microwaves are electromagnetic waves having frequencies in range of –
A. 300 KHz-3 MHz
B. 3 MHz - 300 MHz
C. 1 GHz-300 GHz
D. 300 GHz-400 THz
Ans. B
Explanation: Microwaves are defined as electromagnetic radiations with a frequency
ranging between 300 MHz to 300 GHz while the wavelength ranges from 1 mm to around 30
cm. The microwave radiation is commonly referred to as microwaves. They fall between the
infrared radiation and radio waves in the electromagnetic spectrum.
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94. Which one of the following describes the direction of an electric current?
A. Opposite to the direction of flow of electrons.
B. In the direction of flow of electrons.
C. In the direction of flow of protons.
D. Opposite to the direction of flow of protons.
Ans. A
Explanation: A stream of electrons moving through a conductor constitutes an electric
current. Conventionally, the direction of current is taken opposite to the direction of flow of
electrons.

95. Which of the following laws states that- the electric current flowing through a metallic
wire is directly proportional to the potential difference V, across its ends, provided its
temperature remains the same?
A. Faraday's law
B. Charles’s law
C. Ohm’s law
D. Fleming's law
Ans. C
Explanation: In 1827, a German physicist Georg Simon Ohm (1787–1854) found out the
relationship between the current I, flowing in a metallic wire and the potential difference
across its terminals. He stated that the electric current flowing through a metallic wire is
directly proportional to the potential difference V, across its ends provided its temperature
remains the same. This is called Ohm’s law.

96. Calamine and Sphalerite are the ores of –
A. Iron
B. Mica
C. Zinc
D. Copper
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Ans. C
Explanation: The important minerals in zinc ores are sphalerite (ZnS), zincite (ZnO),
franklinite [ZnO(Fe,Mn)2O3], calamine [Zn2(OH)2SiO3], and smithstone (ZnCO3). Zinc ores
normally contain 5–15% zinc.

97. Which one of the following is correct about Pinaka?
A. It is a multi-barrel rocket system
B. It is a type of battle tank
C. It is an advanced submarine
D. It is an indigenously developed drone system
Ans. A
Explanation: Pinaka is a multiple rocket launcher produced in India and developed by the
Defence Research and Development Organisation for the Indian Army. The system has a
maximum range of 40 km for Mark-I and 60 km for Mark-I enhanced version, and can fire a
salvo of 12 HE rockets in 44 seconds.

98. Higgs Boson is also known as the –
A. Electron
B. Sand Particle
C. Neutron
D. God Particle
Ans. D
Explanation: The Higgs boson, the subatomic particle that has brought a Nobel Prize to
Francois Englert and Peter Higgs, is so small that its discovery took 40 years. It is so big for
physics, though, that it took on the nickname the 'God particle.'

99. Which Vitamin is also known as Folic Acid?
A. Vitamin B2
B. Vitamin B12
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C. Vitamin B9
D. Vitamin B1
Ans. C
Explanation: Folate, also known as vitamin B₉ and folacin, is one of the B vitamins.
Manufactured folic acid, which is converted into folate by the body, is used as a dietary
supplement and in food fortification as it is more stable during processing and storage.

100. Which of the following food items would have highest per gram calorific value?
A. Ghee
B. Maize
C. Rice
D. Meat
Ans. A
Explanation: Calorific value is the amount of heat energy present in food or fuel and which is
determined by the complete combustion of specified quantity at constant pressure and in
normal conditions. It is also called calorific power. The unit of calorific value is kilo joule per
kilogram i.e. KJ/Kg. Ghee contains a higher concentration of fat than butter.

101. Which of the following microorganism causes dysentery?
A. Salmonella
B. Shigella
C. Leishmania
D. Plasmodium
Ans. B
Explanation: Dysentery is an infection of the intestines that causes diarrhoea containing
blood or mucus. There are 2 main types of dysentery:


Bacillary dysentery or shigellosis, which is caused by shigella bacteria; this is the
most common type of dysentery in the UK.
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Amoebic dysentery or amoebiasis, which is caused by an amoeba (single celled
parasite) called Entamoeba histolytica, which is mainly found in tropical areas; this
type of dysentery is usually picked up abroad.

102. The element that is not found in blood is –
A. Iron
B. Chromium
C. Copper
D. Magnesium
Ans. B
Explanation: Blood is a fluid connective tissue composed of 55% plasma and 45% formed
elements including WBCs, RBCs, and platelets. It has four main components: plasma, red
blood cells, white blood cells, and platelets. Iron, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen are
elements found in blood. Blood has many different functions, including: transporting oxygen
and nutrients to the lungs and tissues. forming blood clots to prevent excess blood loss.

103. Match List I with List II and select the correct answer from the code given below:
List I
(Plant hormones)

List II
(Effects)

a. Auxin

1. Promote cell division

b. Gibberellins

2. Inhibits growth

c. Cytokinins

3. It helps the cells to grow longer

d. Abscisic acid

4. Help in the growth of the stem

Code :
a b c d
A. 1 2 3 4
B. 3 4 1 2
C. 2 3 1 4
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D. 1 3 2 4
Ans. B
Explanation: Different plant hormones help to coordinate growth, development and
responses to the environment. They are synthesised at places away from where they act
and simply diffuse to the area of action.






When growing plants detect light, a hormone called Auxin, synthesised at the shoot
tip, helps the cells to grow longer.
Another example of plant hormones are Gibberellins which, help in the growth of
the stem.
Cytokinins promote cell division, and it is natural that they are present in greater
concentration in areas of rapid cell division, such as in fruits and seeds. These are
examples of plant hormones that help in promoting growth.
But plants also need signals to stop growing. Abscisic acid is one example of a
hormone which inhibits growth. Its effects include wilting of leaves.

104. Match List I with List II and select the correct answer from the code given below:
List I
(Natural source)

List I
(Acid)

a. Bee sting

1. Tartaric acid

b. Tamarind

2. Methanoic acid

c. Tomato

3. Acetic acid

d. Vinegar

4. Oxalic acid

Code :
a b c d
A. 2 1 4 3
B. 2 4 1 3
C. 1 2 3 4
D. 2 1 3 4
Answer: A
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Explanation: Correct combination of the above list with some other important natural
sources containing acids is as follow:
Natural source ----- Acid
Vinegar ------------- Acetic acid
Orange -------------- Citric acid
Tamarind ----------- Tartaric acid
Tomato -------------- Oxalic acid
Sour milk (Curd) ---Lactic acid
Lemon --------------- Citric acid
Ant sting ------------ Methanoic acid
Nettle sting ---------- Methanoic acid

105. Assertion (A): Plasma membrane separates one cell from another and from the
surrounding medium.
Reason (R): Chromosomes are present in the nucleus.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. B
Explanation: Various components of the cell have a boundary, which is known as plasma
membrane or cell membrane. This membrane separates one cell from another and also
from the surrounding medium. It is porous and allows various substances t enter the cell.
This membrane [provides structure to the plant and animal cells. Cytoplasm is a jelly like
substance, which is found between the cell membrane and nucleus. The other components
of the cell (mitochondria, golgi complex, ribosomes, etc) are found in the cytoplasm itself.
Nuclei are circular in shape and present in the central region of the cytoplasm. The nuclear
membrane separates the nucleus from the cytoplasm. This nuclear membrane is also porous
ad regulates the incoming and outgoing of materials between the cytoplasm and the
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nucleus. This nuclear membrane is absent in the bacterial cells. Nucleolus and chromosomes
are present within the nucleus. Chromosomes are present within the nucleus.
Chromosomes carry genes and can be seen only when the cell divides. These help in
inheritance or transfer of characters from the parents to the offsprings.

106. Assertion (A): Utensils used to store food have a layer of tin electroplated over iron.
Reason (R): Tin is less reactive than iron.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. A
Explanation: Tin utensils used to store food are made by electroplating a layer of tin over
iron, because tin is less reactive than iron. Electroplating is the process of applying a layer of
a metal over another by the means of electricity.

107. Assertion (A): Positive charge accumulated near the surface of the earth and the
negative charge accumulated at the lower surface of the clouds combine to generate light
and sound of lightning.
Reason (R): The process of generation of lightning is called electric discharge. This can occur
between two or more clouds; or between the clouds and earth.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. B
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Explanation: During the development of a thunderstorm, the air currents move upward
while the water droplets move downward. These vigorous movements cause separation of
charges. By a process, the positive charges collect near the upper edges of the clouds and
the negative charges accumulate near the lower edges. There is accumulation of positive
charges near the ground also. When the magnitude of the accumulated charges becomes
very large, the air which is normally a poor conductor of electricity, is no longer able to
resist their flow. Negative and positive charges meet, producing streaks of bright light and
sound. We see streaks as lightning. The process of generation of lightning is called electric
discharge. This can occur between two or more clouds; or between the clouds and earth.
Lightning Conductor is a device used to protect buildings from the effect of lightning. A
metallic rod, taller than the building, is installed in the walls of the building during its
construction. One end of the rod is kept out in the air and the other is buried deep in the
ground. The rod provides easy route for the transfer of electric charge to the ground.

108. Assertion (A): Benzoic acid formed in our muscles during a physical activity leads to
cramps.
Reason (R): The rate of breathing in aquatic organisms is much faster than that in terrestrial
organisms.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. D
Explanation: In anaerobic respiration, there is a lack of oxygen in our muscles. Pyruvate
instead of breaking down to form carbon-dioxide and water, it disintegrates into lactic acid
and its accumulation in our muscles leads to cramps. Aquatic organisms breathe much
faster than terrestrial organisms as the amount of oxygen dissolved in water is less as
compared to the amount of oxygen in air. To compensate this, breathing rate of aquatic
organisms is faster.

109. Assertion (A): Virtual and Erect images are formed by Plane Mirror.
Reason (R): The size of the image is smaller to that of the object.
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In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. C
Explanation: The properties of the image formed by a plane mirror are:





Image formed by a plane mirror is always virtual and erect.
The size of the image is equal to that of the object.
The image formed is as far behind the mirror as the object is in front of it.
The image formed is laterally inverted.

110. Assertion (A): Digestive juices convert simple substances of food into complex ones,
which is helpful in digestion.
Reason (R): The inner walls of the stomach, the small intestine, and the various glands
associated with the alimentary canal secrete digestive juices.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Answer: C
Explanation: Digestive juices convert complex substances of food into simpler ones. The
digestive tract and the associated glands together constitute the digestive system. The inner
walls of the stomach and the small intestine, and the various glands associated with the
alimentary canal such as salivary glands, the liver and the pancreas secrete digestive juices.

111. Assertion (A): Cloning is the process of artificially developing a tissue or any other living
part of an animal.
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Reason (R): A sheep, Dolly was the first successfully cloned animal which was a clone of the
Finn Dorset Sheep.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. B
Explanation: Cloning is the production of an exact copy of a cell, any other living part, or a
complete organism. Cloning of an animal was successfully performed for the first time by
Ian Wilmut and his colleagues at the Roslin Institute in Edinburgh, Scotland. During the
process of cloning Dolly, a cell was collected from the mammary gland of a female Finn
Dorset sheep. Simultaneously, an egg was obtained from a Scottish blackface ewe. The
nucleus was removed from the egg. Then, the nucleus of the mammary gland cell from the
Finn Dorset sheep was inserted into the egg of the Scottish blackface ewe whose nucleus
had been removed. The egg thus produced was implanted into the Scottish blackface ewe.
Development of this egg followed normally and finally Dolly was born.

112. With reference to the reproductive parts of flower, consider the following statements:
1. Stamen produces pollen grains.
2. The Swollen part of Carpel is known as ovary.
3. Cross Pollination involves transfer of pollen grains to the same flower.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
A. 1 only
B. 2 and 3 only
C. 1 and 3 only
D. 1 and 2 only
Answer: D
Explanation: Stamen is the male reproductive part and it produces pollen grains that are
yellowish in colour. Carpel is present in the centre of a flower and is the female reproductive
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part. It is made up of three parts. The swollen bottom part is the ovary, middle elongated
part is the style and the terminal part which may be sticky is the stigma. The ovary contains
ovules and each ovule has an egg cell. The pollen needs to be transferred from the stamen
to the stigma. If this transfer of pollen occurs in the same flower, it is referred to as selfpollination. On the other hand, if the pollen is transferred from one flower to another, it is
known as cross pollination. This transfer of pollen from one flower to another is achieved by
agents like wind, water or animals.

113. Which of the following use concave mirror?
1. Torches
2. Vehicles headlights
3. Dentists to see larger images of the patient's teeth.
4. Shaving mirror
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 2, 3 and 4 only
C. 1, 3 and 4 only
D. All of the above
Answer: D
Explanation: Concave mirrors are commonly used in torches, searchlights and vehicles
headlights to get powerful parallel beams of light as these mirrors possess the ability to
focus parallel rays of light to a point, produce a large size image. They are often used as
shaving mirrors to see a larger image of the face The dentists use concave mirrors to see
large images of the teeth of patients. Large concave mirrors are used to concentrate
sunlight to produce heat in solar furnaces.

114. Regarding the covalent bonds, which of the following statements is/are incorrect?
1. Bonds which are formed by the sharing of an electron pair between two atoms are known
as Covalent Bonds.
2. Covalently bonded molecules are seen to have weak bonds within the molecule, but
intermolecular forces are large.
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3. Covalent compounds are poor conductors of electricity.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 2 only
C. 1 and 3
D. 1, 2 and 3
Answer: B
Explanation: The bonds which are formed by the sharing of an electron pair between two
atoms are known as covalent bonds. Since the electrons are shared between atoms and no
charged particles are formed, such covalent compounds are generally poor conductors of
electricity as they do not have a free electron to move. Covalently bonded molecules are
seen to have strong bonds within the molecule, but intermolecular forces are small. This
gives rise to the low melting and boiling points of these compounds.

115. Which of the following assertions is/are correct?
1. The liver is the largest gland in the body.
2. The liver does not secrete bile juice.
3. Bile juice plays an important role in the digestion of fat.
Use the code given below to select the correct answer —
A. 2 only
B. 1 and 3 only
C. 2 and 3 only
D. 1, 2 and 3
Answer: B
Explanation: The liver is an abdominal glandular organ in the digestive system. It is located
in the right upper quadrant of the abdomen, under the diaphragm and on top of the
stomach. The liver is a vital organ that supports nearly every other organ to some capacity.
The liver is the body's second- largest organ (skin is the largest organ).
Function:
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Production of bile, which helps carry away waste and break down fats in the small
intestine during digestion.
Production of certain proteins for blood plasma.
Production of cholesterol and special proteins to help carry fats through the body
Conversion of excess glucose into glycogen for storage (glycogen can later be
converted back to glucose for energy) and to balance and make glucose as needed
Regulation of blood levels of amino acids, which form the building blocks of proteins
Processing of hemoglobin for use of its iron content (the liver stores iron)
Conversion of poisonous ammonia to urea (urea is an end product of protein
metabolism and is excreted in the urine)
Clearing the blood of drugs and other poisonous substances
Regulating blood clotting
Resisting infections by making immune factors and removing bacteria from the
bloodstream
Clearance of bilirubin, also from red blood cells. If there is an accumulation of
bilirubin, the skin and eyes turn yellow.

116. Consider the following statements regarding pitch of sound.
1. It depends on the frequency of sound.
2. Birds produce high pitched sound; while the roar of a lion is a low pitched sound.
3. Generally, females have a higher pitched voice than males.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
A. 1 only
B. 2 only
C. 1 and 3 only
D. 1, 2 and 3
Answer: D
Explanation: The intensity of sound depends on the amplitude, and the pitch depends on
the frequency. A higher amplitude produces a loud sound, while a smaller amplitude
produces a soft sound. Similarly, a higher frequency produces a high pitched sound, and a
low frequency produces a low pitched sound. Birds produce high pitched sound; while the
roar of a lion is a low pitched sound. This is despite of the fact that the sound of a lion is
louder while the sound produced by a bird is softer. Similarly, in instruments, A Dhol
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produces a sound with low frequency, while a whistle produces a sound with high
frequency.

117. Consider the following statements regarding asteroids, comets and meteors.
1. Asteroids are present between Mars and Jupiter.
2. Comets revolve around the sun in elliptical orbits.
3. Meteors are called shooting stars.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 2 and 3 only
C. 3 only
D. 1, 2 and 3
Answer: D
Explanation: There is a large gap in between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter. This gap is
occupied by a large number of small objects that revolve around the Sun. These are called
asteroids. Comets revolve around the Sun in highly elliptical orbits. Their period of
revolution round the Sun is usually very long. A comet appears generally as a bright head
with a long tail. The length of the tail grows in size as it approaches the sun. The tail of a
comet is always directed away from the sun. At night, when the sky is clear and the moon is
not there, bright streaks of light in the sky can be seen. These are commonly known as
shooting stars, although they are not stars. They are called meteors. A meteor is usually a
small object that occasionally enters the earth’s atmosphere. At that time, it has a very high
speed. The friction due to the atmosphere heats it up. It glows and evaporates quickly. That
is why, the bright steak lasts for a very short time.

118. Regarding the physical properties of metals, consider the following pairs:
1. Malleability: metals can be beaten into thin sheets.
2. Ductility: the ability of metals to be drawn into thin wires.
3. Sonorous: metals that produce a sound on striking a hard surface.
Which of the pairs given above is/are correctly matched?
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A. 1 only
B. 2 and 3 only
C. 3 only
D. 1, 2 and 3
Answer: D
Explanation: Some metals can be beaten into thin sheets. This property is called malleability.
Gold and silver are the most malleable metals. The ability of metals to be drawn into thin
wires is called ductility. Gold is the most ductile metal. It is because of their malleability and
ductility that metals can be given different shapes according to our needs. The metals that
produce a sound on striking a hard surface are said to be sonorous. For instance, school
bells are made of metals.

119. Consider the following statements:
1. The human body works within the pH range of 7.0 to 7.8.
2. When pH of rain water is less than 5.6, it is called acid rain.
3. Tooth decay starts when the pH value of the mouth increases.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 2 and 3 only
C. 3 only
D. 1, 2 and 3 only
Answer: A
Explanation: Our body works within the pH range of 7.0 to 7.8. Living organisms can survive
only in a narrow range of pH change. When pH of rain water is less than 5.6, it is called acid
rain. When acid rain flows into the rivers, it lowers the pH of the river water. The survival of
aquatic life in such rivers becomes difficult. Tooth decay starts when pH of the mouth is
lower than 5.5. Tooth enamel, made up of calcium phosphate is the hardest substance in
the body. It does not dissolve in water, but gets corroded when the pH level in the mouth
goes below 5.5. Using toothpastes, which are generally basic, for cleaning the teeth can
neutralise the excess acid and thus can prevent tooth decay.
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120. Consider the following pairs:
1. SI unit of electric charge – Ampere (A)
2. SI unit of electric current – Coulomb (C)
3. Instrument for measuring electric current in a circuit – Ammeter
Which of the pairs given above is/are correctly matched?
A. 1 only
B. 2 and 3 only
C. 1 and 3 only
D. 3 only
Ans. D
Explanation: The SI unit of electric charge is coulomb C., which is equivalent to the charge
contained in nearly 6 × 1018 electrons. The electric current is expressed by a unit called
ampere A.. One ampere is constituted by the flow of one coulomb of charge in a second,
that is, 1 A = 1 C/1 s. An instrument called ammeter measures electric current in a circuit. To
measure the current in a circuit, it is connected in series in a circuit.

Government Schemes
121. Assertion (A): Trifood Project is a joint initiative of Ministry of Tribal Affairs and
Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food & Public Distribution.
Reason (R): The project promotes value addition to Minor Forest Produce (MFP) to enhance
the income of tribals.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
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Ans. D
Explanation: TRIFOOD Scheme is a joint initiative of Ministry of Food Processing Industry,
Ministry of Tribal Affairs and Tribal Cooperative Marketing Development Federation of India
(TRIFED). TRIFOOD aims to enhance the income of tribals through better utilization of and
value addition to the Minor Forest Produce (MFP) collected by the tribal forest gatherers.
TRIFOOD Scheme, implemented in the backdrop of VanDhan Yojana will promote value
addition to Minor Forest Produce (MFP). Under this scheme a tertiary value addition center
will be set up in Jagdalpur in Chhattisgarh and Raigad in Maharashtra

122. Assertion (A): Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act, 2005 aims
to provide 100 days of wage employment to every household to ensure livelihood security
in rural areas.
Reason (R): It also aimed at sustainable development to address the cause of draught,
deforestation and soil erosion.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. B
Explanation: Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act, 2005 aims to
provide 100 days of wage employment to every household to ensure livelihood security in
rural areas. It also aimed at sustainable development to address the cause of draught,
deforestration and soil erosion. One-third of the proposed jobs have been reserved for
women. The scheme provided employment to 220 crores person days of employment to
4.78 crore households. The share of SC, ST, Women person days in the scheme are 23 per
cent, 17 per cent and 53 per cent respectively. The average wage has increased from 65 in
2006–07 to 132 in 2013–14. Recently, in March 2018, the wage rate for unskilled manual
workers has been revised, state wise, the range of wage rate for different states and union
territories lies in between 281 per day (for the workers in Haryana) to 168 per day (for the
workers of Bihar and Jharkhand).
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123. Which of the following is/are initiative(s) for the tribal population of India by Ministry
of Tribal Affairs?
1. Going Online as Leaders (GOAL)
2. Swasthya: Health and Nutrition Portal
3. SVAMITVA scheme
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 2 and 3 only
C. 1 and 3 only
D. All of the above
Ans. A
Explanation: The Ministry of Tribal Affairs in collaboration with PiramalSwasthya, the
Centre of Excellence has developed this Tribal Health and Nutrition Portal ‘Swasthya’, a onestop solution presenting all information pertaining to tribal health and nutrition related to
Scheduled Tribe people. ‘Going Online as Leaders (GOAL)’ Programme is an initiative of
Ministry of Tribal Affairs in collaboration with Facebook. Through the GOAL Programme, the
Ministry aims to mentor 5000 Tribal Youth across India and enable them to become villagelevel digital young leaders for their communities. SVAMITVA (Survey of villages and mapping
with improvised technology in village areas) scheme is a new initiative of the Ministry of
Panchayati Raj. It aims to provide rural people with the right to document their residential
properties so that they can use their property for economic purposes.

124. Consider the following statements about the “PM Svandihi scheme”:
1. It is a special micro-credit facility plan to provide affordable loan of up to Rs10,000 to
more Rural Landless persons.
2. Small Industries Development Bank of India is the technical partner for implementation of
this scheme.
3. It has been launched and monitored by the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
A. 1 only
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B. 1 and 2 only
C. 2 and 3 only
D. 1, 2 and 3
Ans. C
Explanation: PM Svandihi scheme is a special micro-credit scheme to provide affordable
loan of up Rs 10,000 to street vendors, a move aimed at restarting their livelihoods affected
due to coronavirus-triggered lockdown. It has been launched and monitored by the Ministry
of Housing and Urban Affairs.

125. Arrange the following Schemes Chronologically based on their releasing year.
1. Prime Minister Rozgar Yozana (PMRY)
2. Rural Employment Generation Programme (REGP)
3. Pradhan Mantri Gramodaya Yozana (PMGY)
4. Gram Swarozgar Yojana (SGSY)
Choose from the following options.
A. 1-2-3-4
B. 1-2-4-3
C. 3-4-1-2
D. 4-3-2-1
Ans. B
Explanation: Prime Minister Rozgar Yozana (PMRY) is another scheme which was started in
1993. The aim of the programme is to create self-employment opportunities for educated
unemployed youth in rural areas and small towns. They are helped in setting up small
business and industries. Rural Employment Generation Programme (REGP) was launched in
1995. The aim of the programme is to create selfemployment opportunities in rural areas
and small towns. A target for creating 25 lakh new jobs has been set for the programme
under the Tenth Five Year plan. Swarnajayanti Gram Swarozgar Yojana (SGSY) was launched
in 1999. The programme aims at bringing the assisted poor families above the poverty line
by organising them into self-help groups through a mix of bank credit and government
subsidy. Under the Pradhan Mantri Gramodaya Yozana (PMGY) launched in 2000, additional
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central assistance is given to states for basic services such as primary health, primary
education, rural shelter, rural drinking water and rural electrification.

Current Affairs (June - July 2021)
126. Baihetan Dam was seen in the news recently, it is located in:
A. Iran
B. Egypt
C. China
D. Indonesia
Ans. C
Explanation: China operationalises Baihetan hydro project of 16GW capacity, biggest since
Three Gorges. It is located on the Border of the southwestern provinces of Yunnan and
Sichuan. It is constructed on Jinsha, the upstream section of the Yangtze River. The Yangtze
is the longest in Asia and the third-longest river in the world. It rises in the northern part of
the Tibetan Plateau and flows in a generally easterly direction to the East China Sea.

127. The 'Mission Purvodaya' initiative is related to the development of which of the
following sectors?
A. Steel Industry
B. Defence Industry
C. Space Industry
D. Dairy Industry
Ans. A
Explanation: Mission Purvodaya was launched in 2020 for the accelerated development of
eastern India through the establishment of an integrated steel hub in Kolkata, West Bengal.
The focus will be on eastern states of India (Odisha, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh, West Bengal)
and northern part of Andhra Pradesh which collectively hold ~80% of the country’s iron ore,
~100% of coking coal and significant portion of chromite, bauxite and dolomite reserves.
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128. Ramgarh Vishdhari has got Centre nod to become 4th tiger reserve of which of the
following state?
A. Rajasthan
B. Uttarakhand
C. Andhra Pradesh
D. Bihar
Ans. A
Explanation: Ramgarh Vishdhari Wildlife Sanctuary received all clearances to become the
Rajasthan’s 4th and country’s 52nd tiger reserve. It has become the fourth tiger reserve in
the state after at Ranthambore Tiger Reserve in Sawai Madhopur, Mukundra Hills Tiger
Reserve in Kota and Sariska Tiger Reserve (STR) in Alwar. Ramgarh Vishdhari Wildlife
Sanctuary under Section 5 of the Rajasthan Wild Animals and Birds Protection Act, 1951.

129. Which of the following has launched newsletter platform "Bulletin"?
A. Microsoft
B. Twitter
C. Amazon
D. Facebook
Ans. D
Explanation: Social Media Giant Facebook has announced a set of publishing and
subscription tools named Bulletin, aimed to promote independent writers in the US. Bulletin
will include support focused on creation of content, monetisation and audience growth. It
also aims to integrate its existing tools to support writing and audio content from podcasts
to Live Audio Rooms in one place.

130. World’s first 3D-printed steel pedestrian bridge has been opened in which city?
A. Amsterdam, Netherland
B. Atlanta, Georgia, United States
C. Glasgow, Scotland
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D. Rome, Italy
Ans. A
Explanation: Amsterdam, has unveiled the world’s first 3D-printed steel bridge. This project
has been opened on the Oudezijds Achterburgwal canal in the city of Amsterdam. The
opening ceremony of this bridge was attended by the Queen of the Netherlands, Máxima.
The length of the bridge is nearly 40 feet. It is a 6-ton stainless steel structure. This bridge
has been constructed by MX3D an Amsterdam based 3D metal printing company.

131. Who is the author of the book ‘It’s a wonderful Life’?
A. Roald Dahl
B. Ruskin Bond
C. George Orwell
D. JK Rowling
Ans. B
Explanation: Indian British author Ruskin Bond has authored a new book titled ‘It’s a
Wonderful Life’ is published by Aleph Book Company. The book is written in a perceptive,
uplifting, deeply moving, and non-fictional way.

132. International Day Against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking is celebrated on
____________ every year.
A. 21 June
B. 23 June
C. 26 June
D. 28 June
Ans. C
Explanation: The International Day against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking is observed on
26 June every year with the aim to create awareness about issues related to drugs and
strengthening action and cooperation in order to make the world free of drug abuse.
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133. Which of the following country has become the first foreign country to adopt India’s
Unified Payment Interface (UPI) standards for its quick response (QR) code?
A. Vietnam
B. Thailand
C. Maldives
D. Bhutan
Ans. D
Explanation: Bhutan has become the first country to adopt India’s Unified Payment Interface
(UPI) standards for its quick response (QR) code. It is also the second country after
Singapore to have BHIM-UPI acceptance at merchant locations. NPCI is an umbrella
organisation for operating retail payments and settlement systems in India, it is an initiative
of Reserve Bank of India and Indian Banks’ Association for creating a robust payment and
settlement infrastructure in India.

134. Which state has launched “Dalit Bandhu’ scheme for Dalit empowerment?
A. Karnataka
B. Telangana
C. Madhya Pradesh
D. Assam
Ans. B
Explanation: Chief Minister Sri K. Chandrashekar Rao has finalised the name, as ‘Telangana
Dalita Bandhu’ for the scheme to be launched soon for Dalit empowerment. The meeting
has decided that the Telangana Dalita Bandhu scheme would be implemented in an
Assembly segment selected on a pilot basis. As part of this, the meeting has selected
Huzurabad Assembly Constituency to implement the ‘Telangana Daltha Bandhu’ scheme,
under the pilot project.

135. Who is the author of the book titled “Fiercely Female: The Dutee Chand Story”?
A. Avtar Singh Bhasin
B. Sundeep Mishra
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C. Ayaz Memon
D. Vikram Sampath
Ans. B
Explanation: Journalist Sundeep Mishra’s book titled ‘Fiercely Female: The Dutee Chand
Story’ chronicles Chand’s journey with a detailed narrative of the gender-identity
controversy that made her an iconic figure in Indian sport. Dutee Chand went on to hold the
national record in the women’s 100 metres and is only the fifth Indian to participate in the
women’s 100 metres at the Olympics when she qualified for the 2016 Rio Games.

136. Name the subsonic cruise missile successfully test fired off Odisha coast by Defence
Research and Development Organisation (DRDO).
A. Prithvi
B. Dhanush
C. Nirbhay
D. Akash
Ans. C
Explanation: The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) successfully testfired the subsonic cruise missile ‘Nirbhay’ on June 24, 2021, from an Integrated Test Range
(ITR) at Chandipur in Odisha’s Balasore. This was the eighth test flight of the missile. The
first test flight of Nirbhay was held on 12 March 2013. Nirbhay is a long-range, all-weather,
subsonic cruise missile. It has a strike range of about 1500 km.

137. Rail Cargo movement between India and which country will get a big boost, after the
signing of a Letter of Exchange (LoE) recently between two countries?
A. Bangladesh
B. Nepal
C. Myanmar
D. Sri Lanka
Ans. B
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Explanation: India and Nepal have signed a Letter of Exchange (LoE) to revise the 2004
India-Nepal Rail Services Agreement (RSA). The revised agreement allows all authorized
cargo train operators to utilize the Indian railway network to carry Nepal’s container and
other freight – both bilateral between Indian and Nepal or third countries from Indian ports
to Nepal. The authorized cargo train operators include public and private container trains
Operators.

138. The ‘Baba Kalyani Committee’, often seen in the news, is related to?
A. Long Term Food Policy
B. Banking Supervision
C. Small Scale Industries Reforms
D. Special Economic Zones Policy
Ans. D
Explanation: The Baba Kalyani led committee was constituted by the Ministry of Commerce
and Industry to study the existing SEZ policy of India and had submitted its
recommendations in November 2018.

139. The ‘Nord Stream 2 Pipeline (NS2P)’ recently seen in the news connects which of the
following two countries?
A. Germany-Russia
B. U.S-Mexico
C. Germany-France
D. Denmark-Sweden
Ans. A
Explanation: Nord Stream 2 is a 1,200km pipeline under the Baltic Sea, which will take gas
from the Russian coast near St Petersburg to Lubmin in Germany.

140. World’s first GM (genetically modified) rubber has been planted in which state?
A. Assam
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B. West Bengal
C. Nagaland
D. Uttarakhand
Ans. A
Explanation: Rubber Board has started field trial of world’s first GM (genetically modified)
rubber in the state of Assam. GM Rubber was developed in biotechnology laboratory at
Rubber Research Institute of India (RRII) in Puthuppally, Kottayam. It was planted at Rubber
board’s Sarutari research farm in Guwahati.

141. Assertion (A): 'Exercise INDRA' is a joint military exercise between India and Russia.
Reason (R): The first joint Tri-Services Exercise was conducted in 2017.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. B
Explanation: The aim of the 'Exercise INDRA' is to facilitate joint training between Indian and
Russian Armies to jointly plan and conduct counter-terror operations under the United
Nations mandate.

142. Assertion (A): Strategic Petroleum Reserves (SPR) programme are huge stockpiles of
crude oil for military purposes only.
Reason (R): The International Energy Agency (IEA) set an obligation for member countries to
hold emergency oil stocks equivalent to at least 90 days of net oil imports.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
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D. A is false but R is true
Ans. D
Explanation: Strategic petroleum reserves are huge stockpiles of crude oil to deal with any
crude oil-related crisis like the risk of supply disruption from natural disasters, war or other
calamities. The petroleum reserves are strategic in nature and the crude oil stored in these
reserves will be used during an oil shortage event, as and when declared so by the
Government of India. The construction of the Strategic Crude Oil Storage facilities is being
managed by Indian Strategic Petroleum Reserves Limited (ISPRL), a Special Purpose Vehicle,
which is a wholly owned subsidiary of Oil Industry Development Board (OIDB) under the
Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas. Under Phase I of strategic petroleum reserves (SPR)
programme, Government of India, through its Special Purpose Vehicle, Indian Strategic
Petroleum Reserve Limited (ISPRL), has established petroleum storage facilities with total
capacity of 5.33 Million Metric Tonnes (MMT) at 3 locations, namely (i) Vishakhapatnam (ii)
Mangaluru and (iii) Padur. Under Phase II of the petroleum reserve program, the
Government has approved two additional commercial-cum-strategic facilities at Chandikhol
(Odisha) and Padur (TN) on Public-Private Partnership (PPP) model.

143. Assertion (A): 'Project BOLD' is launched by the Khadi and Village Industries
Commission (KVIC).
Reason (R): It seeks to create bamboo-based green patches in arid and semi-arid land zones.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. B
Explanation: Project BOLD, which stands for Bamboo Oasis on Lands in Drought, aims to
provide livelihood, reducing desertification and providing multi-disciplinary rural industry
support to the local population of the area.

144. Assertion (A): ‘Making water sensitive cities in Ganga basin’ initiative was launched by
the National Mission for Clean Ganga (NMCG).
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Reason (R): This initiative is aimed to ensure convergence of the Namami Gange Mission
with national flagship urban missions.
In the context of the above which one of the following is correct
A. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
B. both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
C. A is true but R is false.
D. A is false but R is true
Ans. B
Explanation: A new capacity building initiative on 'Making water sensitive cities in Ganga
basin' aimed at improving river health/flows was launched by National Mission for Clean
Ganga (NMCG) in association with Centre for Science and Environment (CSE).

145. Consider the followings:
1. Ukraine
2. Russia
3. Turkey
4. Iran
Which of the following countries has /have shared borders with the Black Sea?
A. 1, 2, and 3 only
B. 2 only
C. 3 and 4 only
D. 2, 3 and 4 only
Ans. A
Explanation: Ukraine and the United States have launched a military exercise named Sea
Breeze 2021 involving more than 30 countries in the Black Sea and southern Ukraine. The
Black Sea, also known as the Euxine Sea, is one of the major water bodies and a famous
inland sea of the world. It is bordered by Ukraine to the north, Russia to the northeast,
Georgia to the east, Turkey to the south, and Bulgaria and Romania to the west. The roughly
oval-shaped Black Sea occupies a large basin strategically situated at the southeastern
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extremity of Europe but connected to the distant waters of the Atlantic Ocean by the
Bosporus, the Sea of Marmara, the Dardanelles, the Aegean Sea, and the Mediterranean
Sea. The Crimean Peninsula thrusts into the Black Sea from the north, and just to its east the
narrow Kerch Strait links the sea to the smaller Sea of Azov.

146. Consider the following pairs:
GI Tagged Products ---- State
1. Gadwal Saree ---- Telangana
2. Santipore Saree ----- Bihar
3. Bomkai Saree ------ Orissa
Which of the pairs given above is/are correctly matched?
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 2 only
C. 2 and 3 only
D. 1 and 3 only
Ans. D
Explanation: Santipur is famous for handloom sarees from ancient times. Graceful
looking Santipore sarees have been granted and awarded GI tag.

147. With reference to Project Seabird, consider the following statements:
1. It is a naval infrastructure project located on the east coast of India.
2. Upon completion, it will be the largest such base east of the Suez Canal.
3. The Ministry of Defence is managing and overseeing the project.
Which of the statements given above is/are not correct?
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 3 only
C. 1 and 3 only
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D. 1, 2 and 3
Ans. C
Explanation: Recently, the Defence Minister of India has visited the Karwar Naval Base,
Karnataka to review the progress of ongoing ‘Project Seabird’. It is the largest naval
infrastructure project for India and involves creation of a naval base at Karwar on the west
coast of India. It is a USD 3 billion programme and upon completion, it will provide the
Indian Navy with its largest naval base on the west coast and also the largest naval base east
of the Suez Canal. During the decade-long project, AECOM will manage and oversee the
planning, design, contracting, construction and acceptance of the entire works, including
construction of a new Naval Air Station.

148. Consider the following statements:
1. The World Youth Skills Day was designated by the United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in 2014.
2. In India, the Jan Shikshan Sansthans (JSSs) have been sanctioned to provide vocational
training to nonliterates and school dropouts in rural areas.
3. 'Going Online As Leaders' - GOAL is an initiative for the skill development of India’s tribal
community.
Which of the statements given above are correct?
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 2 and 3 only
C. 1 and 3 only
D. 1, 2 and 3
Ans. B
Explanation: In 2014, the United Nations General Assembly declared 15 July as World Youth
Skills Day, to celebrate the strategic importance of equipping young people with skills for
employment, decent work and entrepreneurship. Since then, World Youth Skills Day events
have provided a unique opportunity for dialogue between young people, technical and
vocational education and training (TVET) institutions, firms, employers’ and workers’
organizations, policy makers and development partners.
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149. With reference to the Toycathon 2021, consider the following statements:
1. It gives an opportunity to Students, Teachers and Startups in the world to submit their
innovative toys to win prizes worth Rs. 50 lakhs.
2. It is organised by e Ministry of Education’s Innovation Cell with support from All India
Council for Technical Education.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
A. 1 only
B. 2 only
C. Both 1 and 2
D. Neither 1 nor 2
Ans. B
Explanation: Recently ,the Prime Minister of India interacted with the participants of
Toycathon-2021 via video conferencing. It is a special kind of hackathon where students and
teachers from schools and colleges, design experts, toy experts and start-ups will crowd
source ideas for developing toys and games and submit their innovative toys/games
concepts to win a large number of prizes worth Rs. 50 lakhs. It will be based on Indian
culture, ethos, folklores, heroes and value systems.

150. Consider the following statements:
1. Jharkhand has the highest number of severely acute malnourished children in 2020.
2. The National Family Health Survey-5 suggested the decrease in malnutrition among
children in 2019-20 from 2015-16.
3. The Sustainable Development Goal (SDG-2) aims to end all forms of hunger and
malnutrition by 2030.
Which of the statements given above is/are not correct?
A. 1 only
B. 1 and 2 only
C. 2 only
D. 1, 2 and 3
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Ans. B
Explanation: The Sustainable Development Goal 2 aims to end hunger and all forms of
malnutrition and double agricultural productivity in the next 15 years by 2030. Ensuring this
sustainable access to nutritious food universally will require sustainable food production
and agricultural practices. It also commits to universal access to safe, nutritious and
sufficient food at all times of the year.
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